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Abstract

In certain dynamical systems the¡e eiists nonintegrable or path dependent

phases associated with the quantum evolution of the system.. These phases

indicate a nontriviai component in the underl5'ing topological structure of the

system. In some sense these phases record the history of the system during

the evolution.

In this work, a cohesi'i'e presentation is given on the nature of nontrivial

or geometrical phases; and an attempt is made to clarify and enhance the

present literature. A spin svstem is examined to illustrate the significance of

nontrivial phases in quantum physics.

VTrho said Berry's phase is triuial?
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is essentially concerned with the quantum evolution of composite

systems consisting of two subsystems. Denote the I{ilbert space of subsys-

tems 1 and 2 by 71t and 712, respectively. Then the Hilbert space of the

composite system is the product space

'11 : 'l{t Ø'112.

A Hamiltonian for a composite system is given by

H:HtlHr+I,r

vt'here 111 and H2 ate the Hamiltonians for subsystems 1 and 2, respectiveiy.

The operator V represents the interaction between the two subsystems.

Suppose the various operators in fI1 , H2 and I/ can be grouped so that



we obtain the formal expression

H : fI(P, X(¿)) * ä(q, p;X(¿)). (1.1)

In equation ( 1.1), the Hamiltonian å. depends parametrically on X(ú), and

the momenta P and p are conjugate to X and q, respectively. To be physi-

cally meaningful, u'e require that ,H be self adjoint, and å. be symmetric and

relatively bounded rvith respect lo H so that H is self adjointl. We redefine

the previous subsystems so that novi', subsystem 1 corresponds to -H, and

subsystem 2, rvith ñ.. We shall also call -H the erternal Hami'Itonian,, and h

the'internal Hamiltonis.ru Tltese labels are purely arbitrary. However, when

the composite system is a molecule, rve may label the nuclear constituent

the external system, rvhile the electronic constituent, the internal system.

Throughout this thesis we will consider Hamiltonians of the type given in

equation ( 1.1).

Before continuing further we shall first clarify by what is meant by an

evolution of a quantum system. In the case rvhere the quantities {X} in the

Hamiltonian (1 .1) are slow changing with time2, the evolution generated by H

is adi.abatic. Furthermore, if at time 7 r¡'e have X(0) : X(?), the adiabatic

evolution is cyclic. Evolution ma¡' also be viewed as a transport of tire system

in some topological space, or a continuous change in the topological structure

of the system. Such an evolution will be called geometric euolut'ion.

lSee 
[Ka], theorem 4.3.

2A precise statement will be given in chapter 2



The time evolution of the composite system is determined once we solve

the Schrödinger equation3 with its associated Cauchy condition

,þ(0) : ,þr. (1.2)

Here tþ is a vector in ?ú belonging to the domain of H. Unfortunately, there

exists no general method of obtaining pointwise solutions to equation ( i.2).

Inevitablyr some approximation has to be made. In recent years there has

been considerable interest in the adiabatic and the reiated Born-Oppenheimer

approximations (see, for example lX{]). In such schemes certain dynamical

degrees of freedom are assumed fixed in time; their roles being reduced to that

of parameters in tlie Hamiltonian H of the system. Such a procedure causes

phase factors to appear in the approximate solution. Berry's contribution

had been in realizing that these phases are nontrivial and play a significant

role in quantum and classical physics [B], [82]. Specifically, these phases are

path dependent, or nonintegrable.

The concept of a nonintegrable phase factor is not entirely new. Earlier,

Wu and Yang employed the concept of nonintegrable phase factors in their

examination of the Aharonov-Bohm effect and gauge fields [\\¡Y] Shortly

after, Mead and Truhlar, also noted similar structures in their application

of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to molecular systems [MT] Until

Berry's realization, the ramifi.cations of nontrivial phase factors were not fully

explored.

iîr+:Hú
dt

sEquation (1.2) is the abstract Schrödinger equation



There are several ways of showing horv a nontrivial phase can arise.

In this thesis it is obtained in a manner which is different from what is

presented in the literature. The point of departure is a comment made by

Schiff that, in the adiabatic approximation, one can globall¡'a fix the phase

of the eigenfunction corresponding to a Hamiltonian r" lS]. By assuming the

contrary, a formula for the nontrivial phase can be deduced. Since this phase

owes its existence to the adiabatic approximation, it is called the adiabatic

phases.

The adiabatic evolution of a quantum system is characterized by a

curve on a manifold u'hose local coordinates parametrize the Hamiltonian

.t/ of the system. In a cyclic evolution, this curve is closed. The adiabatic

phase depends on this path and therefore on the properties of the parameter

manifold. An interesting feature is that the adiabatic phase manifests itself

as a gange field in the parameter manifold. l\4loreover, in the presence of

degeneraciesG, a monopole structure is induced. In this sense, the adiabatic

phase behaves like the the \Mess-Zumino-\\¡itten term7. This suggests a rich

geometric substratum. Indeed, Simon first gave the interpretation tirat the

adiabatic phase is a consequence of a hoionomy transformation on a Her-

mitian line bundle fsi]. This interpretation forms the basis for a geometric

theory of nontrivial phases. It turns out that the nontrivial phases can be

4i.e once a specific choice of phase is made, that choice remains for all time.
sThe nontrivial phase is to be distinguished from the adiabatic phase. The latter is a

special case of the former.
6These are degeneracies which occur for some value of the parameter X(ú)
7A magnetic monopole-type term in an effective Lagrangian.



completely described in a differential geometric way, without invoking any

adi abatic assumptions.

The geometrical found.ation of the theory lies in the fibre bundle struc-

tures in the topology of the system; structures induced by an equivalence

cl.ass on the space of square integrable (or L2) functions. The space P of

Z2 functions by an equivalence reiation forms the P(A.[,U(1)) principal fibre

bundle with structure groupt t/(i), and base space M. This fibre bundle ad-

mits a uatural connectione, the integral of which is identified as a nontrivial

phase. The Hermitian bundle rçhich Simon uses is the induced bundle on

a fi.nite dimensional parameter space mapped injectively into the base space

iy'. One can define other bundle structures whose natural connection gives

rise to a nontrivial phase. The Hopf bundle has as its base space) a complex

projective space. The evolution curve in the Hopf bundle is always closed.

Hence, an evoiution which gives rise to a nontrivial phase can be viewed as

a holonomy on the fibre bundle. The nontrivial phase is often referred to as

lhe geometrical or topologi,cal phase because of this intimate connection with

geometry.

Cyclic evolution is not a rlecessary condition for the existence of non-

trivial phases. A noncylic evolution, as in the case where repeated measure-

ments are performed, can exhibit a geometrical phase. Although the natural

connections no longer support the existence of the geometrical phase, it is

possible to define a connection called the Pancharatnam connection so that

6The Abelian group of unitary gauge transformation.
eA geometric st¡ucture reiating the various equivalence classes.



a nontrivial phase appears in noncyclic evolution. The necessary conditions

for the existence of a nontrivial phase decribed in this thesis are reminiscent

of the mathematicali¡' rigorous conditions put forward by Kiritsis in his topo-

logical investigation of the adiabatic phase lKi]. In that paper, existence of

the adiabatic phase depends on the possibility or impossibility of lifting the

map .f : M --+ CPl, where / is defined by the Hamiltonian, to i : AI --' ,93.

Herc M is a compact manifold coordinated by a set of parameters {X}, and

C Pr is the complex projective space of 2-dirnensional complex vectors of unit

modulus, topologically equivalent to the 3-sphere. The conditions stated in

the thesis are not on the same mathematical level as those given by Kiritsis,

but the prevailing idea is the same: the classification of nontrivial phases

amounts to topologicall¡. classifying their respective bundles.

To recapitulate, Iet us put the concept of nontrivial phases in its proper

perspective in the Ilamiltonian formalism. As the systern evolves, the topo-

Iogical structure of the system changes. In certain cases the geometric evolu-

tion is such that the system develops a nontrivial topology. This happens in

much the same way a Mobius topology can be induced in a euclidean strip

by making a half twist and joining the ends together. This "twisting" of

topological structures in the system manifests itself as a nontrivial phase. In

order for this trvisting to occur, it is necessary that H be time dependent.

However, time dependence is not sufficient. There are systems whose Hamil-

tonian is time dependent but do not display a nontrivial phase; for example

the forced harmonic oscillator. One means of introducing time dependence



in the Hamiltonian is through the time variation of a set of variables {X}

rn'hich parametrize the Hamiltonian. This is the case in adiabatic evolution.

The set {x} is a set of degrees of freedom of the external system, but from

the point of view of the internal system, these external dynamical variables

are merely slowly varying parameters.

In the Lagrangian picture, the nontrivial phase appears as an additional

term in the action functional. This is explicit in the path integral formulation.

SIe construct the effective propagator

(X, t ; nle- ¿*' / ^l\', to; m)

which describes the evolution from the space-time point (y, ¿o) and state rn,

to the point (X, ú) and eigenstate n. Taking the system around a closed

circuit, yields a topological term in the action integral. The phase space for-

mulation can be extended using the coherent state representation to include

systems having a curved phase space. This extended formulation can be gen-

eralized further, eiiminating the adiabaiicity requirement. Berry's phase can

be easily obtained f¡om the generalized path integral formuia by taking the

adiabatic limit. In any case, the action functional includes a term such that

S.Íf _ S +hl

wlrere ,S is the usual action integral I Ldt. Besides giving a different per-

spective of the nontrivial phase, the Langrangian picture has the novelty of

n
I



providing a field theoretic realization of nontrivial phases.

There has been a plethora of phenomena where nontrivial phases arise.

Experimental and theoretical consequences of these phase have been observed

in condensed matter and nuclear physics, optical and molecular physics

[FS],[B],[W'eZe),lZa),[Ha],[J],[BP],[TC],IC\\¡]. The tireory of nontriviaJ phases

provides new insights to old problems and raise intriguing questions both in

classical and quantum mechanics.

The aim of this thesis to to give a clear presentation of the fundamental

nature of nontrivial phases in quantum theory. An attempt is made to clarify

and hence enhance the present literature. The adiabatic phase is derived in

chapter 2. In chapter 3, the connection betu'een nontrivial phases and gauge

structures is established; thus providing a motivation towards a geometric

description. \A¡e examine in, cirapter 4, spin-field interactions in the context

of nontrivial phases. Finally, in chapter 5, we examine the classical analogue

of the nontrivial phase and briefly discuss the connection betrveen nontrivial

phases and anomalies u'hich can arise during quantization.



Chapter 2

Adiabatic Evolution

2.L Introduction

In this chapter we examine in some detail how a nontrivial phase may arise in

quantum systems undergoing cyclic adiabatic evolution. In tiris investigation

the implications of the quantum adiabatic theorem are exploited to extract an

explicit formula for such a phase. The case r¡'ltere the Hamiltonian exhibits a

nondegenerate spectrum is examined, then generalized to the case where the

spectrum is degenerate. We fi.rst employ the Schrödinger formalism and then

use the path integral approach to gain further insight into cyclic quantum

evolution.

2.2 The Adiabatic Phase

First we state the quantum adiabatic theorem [M] and use it to demonstrate

the existence of a nontrivial phase. Consider a Hamiltonian å. which depends

continuously on a set of time dependent parameters, {X(¿)} In what follows



we shali sometimes use the notation h(t) to denote ä(p, q;X(¿)) Suppose

that by slowly varying these parameters, the Hamiitonian changes contin-

uously from an initial value hs at time ú6 to a finai t'alue h1 at time ú1.

Define

T:h-to s:(t-to)lT

and let å.(s) be the value of the Hamiltonian at t : to I sT; å(s) being

a continuous function of s € [0,1] with initial and fi.nal values given by

lr(0) : ho, IL(I) - hr. In this parametrization, the Schrödinger evolution of

a system depends on the parameter ? which measures the rate of passage

ho'ht'

Theorem 2.2.L Let h(s) haae an enti.relE di'screte spectrum. Denote the jth

e'igenualue of h(s) bA ,j, ønd the projectors onto the respectiue subspaces by

P¡(t) Both e¡ and, P¡ ol'e ossumed to be continuous functi,ons of s. Suppose

that throughout the 'interual [0,1] the eigenaalues remain disti'nct, i.e e¡(s) I
e¡(s) ultateuer j,le and the deri.aatiaes dP¡lds d'2P¡f d'sz are weII defined and

p'iece-w'ise continuous iTL [0, i] . Th,en the euoluti'on operatorU(t,ts): Uy(s)

høs the asyrnptoti.c property

"lim 
[/r(s)Pj(O) : P¡(r)J1x Ur(").

proof.see [M]

This is the quantum adiabatic theorem. Consequently, if /¡ is an eigenvector

of å.0 with eigenvalue r¡(0), then P¡(0)Ó¡ : Ó¡; and the adiabatic theorem

i0



grves

liln Ur(s)Ó;: P; lim Uy(s)$;.
1+æ 'T-æ

Thus we see that if the system is initially in an eigenstate of å0 it will, at

time ú1, have passed continuously into the eigenstate of å.1. Suppose that the

evolution is cyclic so that ht : ho then the adiabatic theorem impiies that

the rvave functions of the initial and final states differ only in phase. This

phase, previously ignored, is physicail¡' significant and therefore nontrivial.

Tlris nontrivial phase is knou'n as the adi'øbati,c or Berry's phase.

Having examined the quantum adiabatic theorern, rve next discuss hor¡'

the nontrivial phase may arise. Since the external system only provides

the internal system with a set of parametert {X}, we are not concerned

specifically with tlie external Hamiltonian. Instead we are interested in the

internal Hamiltonian å. which depends parametrically on the set {X}. In

what follorvs, we have tacitly assumed the adiabatic approximation. Consider

the time independent Schrödinger equation

ä(x(¿))d.(q, x(¿)) : r.(x(¿)) Ó.(q,,x(ú)) (2. 1)

Let equation( 2.1) be solved exactly for the case where X is a constant. In

general parameters X are changing with time, and a closed form solution may

not be possible. Therefore, we assume that the evolution of X(ú) is sufficiently

slow such that the conditions of the adiabatic theorem are satisfied. In this

case the internal system will remain in the same energy level throughout

11



the evolution. In other words, the slow variation of X with time does not

induce energy transitions between quantum levels in the internal system. Let

{d,1q, X)} be a set of nondegenerate eigenfunctions, then the wavefunction

for the system can be written as

,þ :Ða-(t)6-(t)e-; !] e*çt'¡at' (2 2)

Tlre wavefunction ( 2.2) satisfies the Schrödinger equation

h(t).,þ (2 3)

where for brevity we write å(p,q;X(¿)) : h(t) and /.(q,X(¿)) = ó-(t).

Upon substituting ( 2.2) into ( 2.3) we obtain, after some algebra

Ð(¿' + "-ff)rí []e*þ)at' - g. (2-4)

by óo (complexIn tlre above expression à- : da-ldt. l\{ultiplying ( 2.4)

conjugation cþn) and integrating over all space yields,

l@*(t 1") + a-(klir))r-å fi e*(t')dt' - g (2 5)

.- d7þ

'odt:

t2



where (llrn) stands for the usual scalar product (ó¿,ó,"). Soh'ing (2.5) for

à¡(ú) we obtain

àr(t) : - 4"-&lñ¡e-i 
J,l{"*-'r\al

: -.ak(t)(klk) - Ð t,t lil)e-i !]'u-*d't'
n;nltn

wlrere unk : €n - €k.

Suppose it is not possibie to globall5, fi.x all the phases so that (fr1À)

does not vanish, then for the nth adiabatic let'el,

(2.6 )

(2.7),þ : a^(t)"-i tl "*(t')dt' ,

and equation ( 2.6) reduces to (on replacing k by n)

à-(t) : -a-(t)(nlit) (2 8)

which is a fi,rst order iinear differential equation. Under the adiabatic ap-

proximation, the system remains in the ntä eigenstate and hence equation

( 2 8) is easily solved to yield

a-(t) : oo"' Ii ;þliz)dt' (2.e )

Recalling that the time dependence of the various quantities in equation ( 2.9)

being due solely to the time variation of the parameters X(ú), \Ãre can express

13



the argument of the exponential as

us introduce the notation

wlrere 0,n = Aó*lAX".

Xc(0), and å.(7) : å(0).

an integral in the parameter space. Let

^/-(t) (nlh)dt'

(nlô,n) X" (t')dt'

In tlre cyclic evolution with time period T, X;(T) :

Thus,

rt: nJ"

: olo'

(2.10)

Therefore in a cyclic evolution 'y^(C) is a line integrai aiong a closed curve

C in parameter space. Using ( 2.10) and substituting ( 2 9) into ( 2.7) yields

,þQ) : ó^(7)"-;',*(c) e-í ll e,"(t')at' (2.11)

Thus we see that if it is not possible to globally defi.ne all the phases then there

is, in addition to the dynamical phase, a nontrivial phase hQ) associated

rvith the adiabatic evolution.

The phase 7(C) has some interesting properties. This phase is nonin-

tegrable and multivalued under continuation around a circuit C: y(T) t'

?,(0). Moreover, for a particula¡ level, it depends only on the parameters

X(f ) and not on any other aspects of the Hamiltoniar å(p, q;X). Observe

^-(c): i lþla,n)d'x"

L4



that

(nlô,n) : I OÁr)a,ó-(x)d.3r

: a,l ó.ó^a"r_ l{a,ón)ó_d=,
f-: _ I ö^ô"ó"dsr

J

: -þ'øñ.

Hence (nlð"n) is purely imaginary so that U(C) is real. These properties give

rise to remarkable physical consequences which will be examined in chapters

3 and 4.

Remark 2.2.L In his paper Berry arrives at the adiabatic phase by inserting

the ansatz

7þ - ei1*þ) 
"- 

È I:""dt' 1rr1x1t¡¡¡

into the Schrödinger equation ( 2.3) [B]. O

Next u'e cast the adiabatic phase in the langauge of forms (see for

example [F]). In equation ( 2.10), the quantily i(nl}"n)d'X" can be written

as a differential l-form

w : i(nl},n) dX" : i(nldn)

15



lvhere d is the exterior differential operator in parameter space. Equation

( 2.10) can therefore be written as

-t,,(c): f - (2.r2)

To continue further we recall a few basic facts from the theory of differential

forms.

Lemma 2.2.L (Poincaré) Let u be any (n - I)-form. Then

d(dtu) : g.

proof.see lRu].

Theorem 2.2.2 (Stoke) Let S be an oriented n-manifold and ÔS be i.ts

boundary. Then for any (n - 1) - forrnu

l,o-: fu,.

proof :see [AMR]

If S is a bounded region in parameter space, then by Stoke's theorem, equa-

tion ( 2.72) can be rvritten as

1'-Q): i[ @ld,n)
J AS=C

: ; I a61a"¡.Js \

16



By Poincaré's lemma we have finally

(2.13 )

In local coordinates ( 2.13) reads

Note that 11 : (nldn) is sensitive to the choice of phasel. Specifically,

iÎ þ^ -- e¿oþn then tu transforms inhomogeneously: 'tr --+'tr - da. Although

zr is not phase invariant the intergral $ u is invariant. In writing I as a

surface integral we obtain the 2-form d.ta : i,(dnldn). Unlike zu this quantity

is plrase invariant. To shor,r, this let 6n: eioón then

(di'Itdn) 

:','::," ::': :'",r;.'::;_iuiï^'r t i(ô, a) (ô,ö.t ó)

+ (apó^la"ó^)ld,x, A dx"

d2 a * ida 
^ 

Uó^ld,ó^) + (d.ó"|d,)l + (d,ó^ld,ó^).

The first term in the last inequaiity is zero by Poincaré's lemma, and the term

in the brackets vanishes by norrnalization. Tlius (dzldz) is phase invariant

although not manifestlE so.

lThe phase refer¡ed to here is the arbitrary phase to within which a wavefunction / is
defined. This phase is not the same as the nontrivial phase.

^t^e) : n 
Ire.nld.n).

h(C) : i f @¡nl}t"n)dxi n d,xk.

17



A manifestly invariant formula for the phase can be obtained using

equation ( 2.13). Define I/ as

I¡ = i(dnldn)

so that the phase is written

then

ll : i(0*nlô"n)dxt' A dX"

il()unlô"n) - (ð"nlôun)ldXP AdX"

: -2lml (aunla"n)dxq A dx"
p<v

-2lrn\ Ð (ð,nlm)dX, A (mlô,n)d'X". (2.14)
plu mlm#n

TIre term in which rTL : rL vanishes since we take onl¡' the imaginary parts

(recalling fhat (nldn) is purely imaginary). Intuitively if we imagine that

(nl7¡m) are vectors and set rn : rL, v/e have a vector product of parallel

vectors in equation (2.L4). Hence the term for which m : rL is to be excluded

from the summation. Now applying ô, to the time independent Schrödinger

't^Q) : fr'

18



equation 'u/e get, upon multiplying by

(*(x)l0un(x)) :

2.14) we have

tire bra (nzl and simplifying,

(rn(x)l(a,Ðn(æ))
('^ - '*)

(2. i5)

Using ( 2.15) in (

l/ = -Im t
u<v

Ð
m;nfn

(nl(ô uh)rn) dX P n (rnl(ð"h.)n)

: -Im Ð
mTnfn

(nl(dh)rr,)

('- - '^)'
n (ml(dh)n)

(2.16)(r- - t^)'

Since the formula ( 2.16) does not depend on the choice of phase, it is clear

that it is manifestly phase inrrariant. An alternative formula is given by

Avron, Seiler, and Simon [ASS]:

Il : -iTr(dPjPjdPi)

where P¡ is the projector onto tire jth eigenspace having the representation

P¡(X): ló¡)(/¡l; and d is the exterior derivative. Equation ( 2.16) shows

explicity that if å. is real we can choose all the eigenfunctions to be real; con-

sequently V : 0, and hence %(C) vanishes. Therefore, systems for which

there is a Berry phase must have nonreal Hamiltonians; or if ñ. is real, mag-

netic fields must be present. Although ( 2.16) implies that y(C) depends

on the details of the Hamiltonian å., it must be emphasized that the adi-

abatic phase reflects the properties of the parameter space and not of the

19



Hamiltonian.

We have thus far developed the theory of the adiabatic phase with the

assumption that the eigenstates of the quantum system are nondegenerate.

It is possible that the system posseses certain symmetries reflected by the

symmetry group of the Hamiltonian. In such cases the energy spectrum is

degenerate. In this section we remove the restriction that the eigenstates

be nondegenerate. The adiabatic theorem implies that the subspaces of the

degenerate spectrum are mapped into each other throughout the evolution.

As before, '\¡/e suppose that the time independent Schrödinger equation

( 2 1) can be soh'ed, with ó, norv being degenerate. We renormalize the

energies so that e :0, and hence

å(p, q;x)q' : o.

Consider a single degenerate level z with multipiicity ¡r.. As in degenerate

perturbation theory rve seek an orthonormal set {t-,r}I:-t, (€^,;l€.,¡) : 6;¡ in

which each element {,.,¿ is a linear combination of the ntà level degenerate

eigenfunctions

If the {.,¿'s are not orthonormal, they can always be made so by tlie Graham-

Schmidt process [AG] It will be understood that rrye are considering the núÀ

level; henceforth the subscript n will be omitted and the remaining subscript

will identify a particula¡ linear combination. Suppose the system is initiaJly

tn,¿:2tlö-,i.
j
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in the state {¿. Then the wave function is

,t : U(t)t;, (2.17)

U(ú) being a time dependent coefficient. Inserting (2.17) into the Schrödinger

equation (2.3), multiplyins by €À (complex conjugation f¡) and integrating

over all space we have,

u (t)(t,"I€¡) + u (t)(tol€;) : o;

or

U(t)+(I(t)A¡¡":0 (2.18)

rvhere we have used orthonormalitl' of the /'s and defined .4¡t to be

A¡* = @rló) (2.1e)

Equation ( 2.i8) is similar to equation (7) in Wilczeck and Zee's paper [\\iZ].

Tire standard solution to equation (2.18) is the product (or path ordered )

integral

u : P"t,i t(")¿"

A(") : @ló)
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Note that Au is an antihermitian ¡.tnxp, matrix, thereforeU(t) must be also

a p,n x ¡.r. matrix. From tlie normalization condition it also follou's that the

matrix [/ is unitary.

Let the spanning set of the parameter manifold be X: (Xt,...,X.)

then

A - tólô,ó)+tult \ o,

(A*)r¡ : @¡lôró)T

We rnay express the product integral as

U(t): PexP I e,a".

Since the evolution is cylcic, tiie path in parameter space is closed and we

can write

ti : Pef (ølauø)axu 
.

Recalling that

.: (ólô*ó)dxu

the last equation can be r¡'ritten as

(J : Pef -. (2.20)

Equation ( 2.20) is the "nonabelian" generalization of the adiabatic phase.
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We have shown, in the context of the adiabatic theorem, that if the

phase of the wave function cannot be globall5' fixed then there appears a non-

trivial phase. This phase displays the nontrivial properties of the parameter

space. The approach in developing tire tireory has been in the Schödilger

formalism. To use the molecule model, the elect¡onic degrees of freedom

are of interest while the nuclear degrees of freedom are reduced to a set of

slowly clranging parameters. If we now consider the parameters as dynamical

uariables, again in the Schrödinger picture, it appears thai a sort of gauge

potential is induced in the parameter space [A],U].However, a more fruitful

approach is to examine this problem in the path integral formaiism. This is

the content of the next section.

2.3 The Path Integral Forrnulation

In the last section, it had been pointed out that the adiabatic phase depends

on the properties of tlie parameter space. This observation suggests an inher-

ent topological structure. In using the diferential approach to develop the

theor5' of the adiabatic phase, only local aspects of the system are described.

Global features manifest themselves only in the boundary conditions to be

imposed on the differential equation. On the other hand, the (path) integral

approach provides a global description of quantum mechanics. This point of

vierv is onl5' nulotal when describing nontrivial phases. In this approach, the

parameter space is treated as a dynamical object, an aspect not present in

the Scrödinger formalism. Thus it would be informative to reformulate the
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ih+ : H(t),þ
dt

,þ(to) : ,þ0. (2.21)

Equation ( 2.2I) generates an evolution U(t,ú6) which can be defined as a

linear map

theory in the path integral formalism so that topological features of a system

may be revealed. This is the aim of this section.

Briefly we discuss the connection between the differential and integral

formulations. In the Schrödinger picture, the dynamical evolution of a quan-

tum system is governed by the differential equation with initial condition

,l,(to) --+ ,þ(t)

,þ(t): U(t,to)1þ(to)

and is associated rryith the elements of the l-parameter group {e-o'ä¿}. The

related quantum propagator is the kernel of the evolution operator and sat-

isfies, for /,g bounded in Lz(Rd)

U, U (t, to) g) : I ro * 
^o 

f @) K (æ, t ; y, to) g(s) d,æ d.y .

In tlre coordinate basis {læ)}, tire propagatot K(.,t;.,t0) may be written as

K (æ,t; g, to) : (æle- íHtlr¡
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whicli may be interpreted as a transition ampiitude which gives the proba-

bility that a system prepared at the spacetime point (g,to) will be observed

at the point (*,t).Having briefly described the propagator we now turn to

the global description of the adiabatic phase [KI1].

Suppose we have an interacting system whose Hamiltonian is given by

H: Il(P,X) + å(q;X)

where, as before H and h arc the external and internal Hamiitonians,

spectively. We assume ä depends only on the internal coordinate q

parametrically on the external coordinates X. The variables q, P,X are

eigenvalues of the operators q, P,X:

re-

and

the

(2.22)

Here {lq)} and {lX)} are coordinate bases and {lP)}, a momentum basis.

Denote the complete set of discrete and nondegenerate eigenfunctions of the

internal Hamiitonian å. by {ó"(X): l"(X))}. Using these bases we construct

the following

In(x), x)

lz(X), P)

qlq)

PIP)

xlx)

l,(x)) s lx)

l"(x)) s lP).

qlq)

PIP)

XIX)
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Orthonormalization is given by

(r(X), \'-lm(X),X) : 6* 6(X - Y). (2.23)

The propagator for a transition from the spacetime point (Xo, ¿o) and quan-

tum state lrn) to the point (X,¿) and state lz) is then

K(n, X,Um, Xs,ú6) : (n(X), Xlr-åHúl?¿(X), Xo). (2.24)

If in equation ( 2.24) we set l-(X), .Xo) : lt(X), X), rvith X : Xo and sum

over rz and X we have the space integral

G(t) -n'Htlz(xo), åo)dx. (2.25)

lVe shall call G(f) the effective propagator.

Remark 2.3.1 In their paper, Kuratsuji and Iida derive the effective prop-

agator by taking the trace of the time evolution operator [KI1], [KI2]. This

is somen'hat misleading since such a step is not valid until it is known that

the evolution is such that it admits a trace-class operator U(t,to).ç

In vien' of the interpretation that the propagator is a transition am-

plitude, equation ( 2.25) implies a quantum process starting in the initial

state lz(Xo),Xo) and returning, after a time ?, to the same state which we

denote by In(X(?)),X0(7)) to distinquish it from the original state. The

motivation in constructing the integral ( 2.25) is clear. The integral allows

:Ð l(z(x¡),xsle
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us to obtain information on the energy spectrum of the system. Indeed if we

take the Fourier-Laplace transform of G(ú), we get an equation simila¡ to the

energy- Green's function

This can serve as a basis for an experimental verification of the adiabatic

phase.

We now construct the phase space path integral for the effective prop-

agator. Recalling that H : H + å, equation ( 2.25) can be written in the

following way

G(t¡ : 
Ð I øtro(r)), -\o(?) lþ-íHt/N e-f,nt/w7wl'(tr0), xo)dxo. (2.26)

We have used the fact that (see [Sc])

For O(1/nf2) well behaved and for sufficiently large l/ the latter may be

replaced by

s- iIJt¡x : 
"- 

¡nt¡N s- iht¡w .

Using the Trotter product formula and alternately inserting the completeness

reiationsf ,n,.[lm',P)(*',PldP and !- ll*,X)(m,XldX into ( 2.26) we

- ¡oo
C(ø): -i Jn G(leíEtdt.

"-i{n+Ðttw - e-ilt¡w ¿-¡n ¡w + O ( ." \
\ ¡/'J
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obtain

(r(X' (r )) , Xs(T)lm'N-, , Pru-, )

x (*'u -r, P¡¡ -le- iítl N e- íhtl N l** -r, Xr-, )

x (-ry-t, X¡v-,l*'*-r, Pn-r)

x (*'¡, -r, P¡,r - 2l e* i H t I N e- iht / N l* w -r, X w -r)

x (*t, Xllm[,Ps)

x (*L, p6le-int/w e-ïht/Nl.r¿(xo), Ão)

where the notatio" l-¡) = l-(X¡)) is used to denote the system at state rn

and position X¡. Considerable simplification is attained upon noting that

oip¡_tX¡
(*¡, X¡l*'¡-r, P¡-t) : 6r,¡4_tøõD

and using the adiabatic approximation that only t¡ansitions between states

of the same quantum number occur. Hence the sums Ð^,,Ð^ collapse and

only the summation over ?¿ remains. Thus

Gs) : ri- )ì [ ax, t t i h' axofi aro\ / N-æ ? 
z¿Jv-r,znh-l *t,^'t - /s=1 h=o

cs) : 
+ I.Êorrr-, o, 

þ. l##l
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x fr (r("r), p¡-tle-;ut¡w 
"-¡ntlNln(x¡-t), 

x¡-, ) (z.zT)
j=7

where dp(Pr, Xn) : d,P*d,Xp.

Now

N

lI (rr(x, ), P¡ -rle- iH t I N 

"- 
iht / N 

ln(X ¡ -t), Xr-, )
3=!

N
: II t ("(r; ) l"(,Y¡-' ) ) e- å"-(xi-')t I N (P¡ -tl x¡-t ) e- iH @i -''xi-r )t/N1

J=!

å i(,(,Ij)l'(r;_,))l: 
!]L---ø;*ø-l

I ; !, p;_,X;_, I ì
x exp 

t-;rÐ le.(xi-') 
*'-rl-ro + H(P¡-t,xi-r))rl* 

Ì
: fi'f ("(x¡*')1"(r¡))l: 

,$ L--rço+ -l
"*o f -: b' [,,i",1 

. ffi + H(pi,x,l] 'ln] e 28)
l./¿

Each term (r(X¡*t )1"(X¡ )) denotes a connection between two infinitesimallS'

separated points Xj*r,X¡. The connections here are analogous to the affine

connections ff, in Riemannian geometry. Taylor expansion gives

("(X¡*')lr(X¡)) : (r(X¡*')1"(X¡*' - dX¡*r))

= (n(X¡*r)l(|"(X¡*r)) - \r"ln(Xi+r ))dXfr¡
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: 7-(n(x¡¡)lôxn(x¡*'))dxo. (2.29)

The second term in ( 2.29) gives the adiabatic phase; and so

lv-l N-1

fl ("(xr*,)1"(x,)) : fl exp[ln (n(X¡*r)1"(x;))]
j=o j=0

= "*plh[1 -.(x¡)]
j=o

= "xpl iu(x¡). (2.80)
j=o

where -(X¡) : í(n(X¡+y)lÔ¡n(X¡¡r))dX* as before. Using ( 2.30) and ( 2.28)

in ( 2.27), we have for the effective propagator

G(q: 
"rsÐi þ. Wr|"*n,;ä",(xi)

x exp 
{; [-'Á#Ð - H(P¡,")] #]

x exp 
[ ;Þ,,.(",)*]

wirich in the continuum limit becomes

G(q: 
Ð l re, x)ei'r(c)"*p ; ll,' rr, - H -e,(x(t)))ar] . (2.31)
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Let ^9s 
: IeX - H)dt and define the adiabatic action as

sio : so - lor 
,*dt-

then for the effective propagator we have the formal expression

G(ry't t - (2.32)

From equations ( 2.31) and (2.32) we find, in addition to the usual dynamical

action, the object h.y-(C) which could be called the topological action. The

effective action, given by

s;rt:sio+h^(c)

may be interpreted as the action for a system in the effective "gauge field"

described by the "potential') '¡2 : i.(nlô¡n)dXi.

In the path integral formulation, we have integrated out some degrees

of freedom associated with the internal system. This procedure is some-

what opposite to that adopted in chapter 2 rvhere some degrees of freedom

of the external system v/ere suppressed. Integrating out some degrees of

freedom gives an effective action with an added term arising from the topol-

ogy of the integrated space. In effective field theories, such quantities are

known as Wess-Zumino-Witten, Chern-Simons, or in general, topological

terms. Clearly, there is an explicit analogy between nontrivial phases in

Ð I oto, x)eitsio+.--(c)l
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quantum mechanics and topological terms in field theory.

In the previous development we have assumed that the external system

is described by the canonical pair (P, X). The formulation can be extended

so that systems defined on general Lie aigebraic manifolds can be treated.

Such an extension is easily achieved in the coherent state representation.

Tliis is examined in the next section.

2.4 The Coherent State Representation

In this section we generalize the integral formuiation of Berry's pÌrase to

the case of a spin system described by the internal coordinate g and the

external variable ^9 which satisfies the SU(2) algebra: [5r,5¡] : ifi.e;jrSr

[KI2]. Here we now consider a system where the phase space is noneuclidean

and whose spanning set is a noncommutative set. \4Ie will call such systems

noncon'Lrnuti,ng. The Hamiltonian is assumed to have the form

H:I1(^9) +å.(q;.9) ( 2.33)

Before continuing with the main objective,'*'e briefl¡'recall the definition and

properties of. generalized, coherent støtes [P1],[P2],[R]. We rvill then specialize

to SU(2) coherent states (henceforth SU(2)-CS).

Coherent states a e an overcomplete, nonorthogonal system connected

with the irreducible representation of Lie groups. The foilowing definition is

similar to that given in [P1].
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Definition 2.L Let G : g be an arbi,trary Lie group with o,n 'i,rreducible

unitarg representati,on T acting 'in a Hi,Ibert space')1. For a fired, uector

lúr) e ')1, the set {þþn) ,lrþà : T(g)1.þo)}, where g runs ouer G, forms a

set of states. Further let R : {r} be a subgroup of G such that T(r)lrlto) :

"¿'þ)l',þo). 
Then each ltþs), for aII g e gR, deterrn'ine the same state, i.e

theg di,ffer only bg a phase e;o. In each coset r : gR, select o, representat'iue

g(*) oÍ the group G to obta'in tlte statet {lrþnf"l) =1")}. Thus for each poi,nt

z e G I R corresponding to g , the generalized coherent state is determ'ined:

lrþn) : "'*G)lrþnG)).
(2.34)

Although the set of coherent states is overcomplete, the notion of complete-

ness can nevertheless be defined by the so called partition of unity

(2.35)

The constant B differs for each Lie group and is given b¡'

p : I lþ,lz)l2d.z.t 
J t\

Tire scalar product gives the reproducing relation

þrltù - 
"i[a(e1 

)-c{sù] þþolT (g11 gz)11þo) . (2.36)

b I oooþt: t

Given a Lie group, lrye can construct a set of generalized coherent



states. If G is the I{eisenbeg-Weyl group, we obtain the set of ordinary

coherent states rvhich are ciosely related to the boson creation and anni-

hilation operators ai and a.. Let G be the group SU(z). Let the states

U,*) be a basis for the representation space in which the irreducible uni-

tary representation T(g) of the group SU(2) acts. The infinitesimal gen-

erators J¡ - J1*iJz,Js of"TG) satisfy lJ",J+l - tJ+,lJ-,,J*l: -2J2.

The fixed vector lúo) i. chosen to be the minimal state lj,-j) so that

J-li,-j) :0. The quotient space GIH is the 2-sphere,92; a point be-

ing specified by the unit vector ¿ : (sin 0cosþ,sindsin $,cos?). Choose

9(â.) so that 7(9) : ¿-ãþJ3 
"-ioJz 

e-i'þr". Applying the defi,nitio', rn'e obtai'

the system of SU(2)-CS

ln) : ¿;'(a) 
"-;6t" 

e-ior2 li, - i) (2.37)

wlrere a(â) : ,þi. If the manifold.92 is mapped onto the complex z-plane

using the stereographic projection

z : - tuoo-"-'o
2

'we can rvrite

";a(îr)"-iþJs "-íAJz 
: erJ* 

"ßJz"-zJ-

In(1 + lzl'?).

(2.38 )D:
p:
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Applying D to lj, -j), another form of SU(2)-CS is obtained

lz) : (i * lzl2)-i ""t* lj, - 
j).

In this parametrization, the partition of unity ( 2.35) is

(zlz') : (1 + z"¡zi
- l(1+ lzl,)(1 +lz'Ilz)li'

(2.3e)

lore)lòþl:1 (2.40)

dt"e): #+hd;*
And the reproducing relation ( 2.36) is

(2.41)

Having defined generalized coherent states and identified some of their

properties, we llow turn to the task of constructing the effective propagator

for the noncommuting system whose Hamiltonian is given by (2.33). This

amounts to slightly modifiying the construction process fo¡ the phase space

path integral. We construct the basis

ln(r), z) : ln(z)) ø lr).

Orthonormalization is given by

(2.42)

(n("'), z'ln(z)., z) : (n(z')|"(")) ("1"') .
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W'e should write ln) : lz(^9)), but in the basis {lr)} S can be expressed in

terms of z; hence In.(^9)) -- ln(z)). Using the basis ( 2.42) along with the

partition of unity ( 2.40) we obtain

G(T) : 
Ð I øt"r(T)), "oll"-i.nux e-!,,rú/N)* ln(",), zs)d'p'(zs)

: J*Ð lorþùi þ, 
dt'þr)

* fi pç"o), 
"¡le-iu'lN"-;nt/N1n(rn-r), 

zn-ù. (2.42)
,c= I

Tlre integrand in ( 2.43) is approximated as follows:

\Þeu-,,2n-))

S)ln(z¡-1), 
"u-r) #

#l

* h(q,s)f #-', (É)

), zt -t) - i\reu), ","1H(

n("t"-r), r--) *\

l"x-t)

lz¡-r) + (z¡le,(,9)lz¡-i) \

("nl"u-t) )

lrp-t)

) + À^("¡-')) #]

7(^s)

zk-t

r;5)l

)) (,0

/(s)l

))("*

zk-t

H

,(z

,,q;

' 
)l

' 
))

H(

?,-_l
hL

,ln

lå.(

È-:

,ol.

zk-

'(zn

zk

,Ol

,ZÀ

þlc

,(z

,(z

þlc

,(z

,!

,(,

H

i

,)

),

),

TL

n

(,

ln

(

ln

zk

,f)

')l

i
h

')l

i
h

r{

,(2,

r -lc

"r)

i
r,

elr )

n(

Ztrl

(n(

(n('

n("

1-

n(z

*l

TL

r.(

(z

n(

,('
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),2
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(n

I
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= exp[ln ("("*)ln("*-r)) + t" ("olrn_r)]

x exp 
[-; å'" 

(zr, 
"u-,) + À-(zu-, )f #] (2.44)

In deriving ( 2.44) we have used

H(zr, 
"o-r) 

: (\lHl"x--') 
À*("p-r¡ : þnl9^6)l+-') 

.

\"xlr*-t) 
'.'&\'-N-r' 

(trl"n_r)

Next we examine the various quantities in ( 2.44)

1 : fl exp[n ("("o)ln("*-r)) = exp ilza(z¡). (2.45)
È=1 È=1

This result is shown in tlie following.

N
tHS = fI "*p 

ln[1 - ("("*)ldn(z¡))]
k=r

N
È 

"*p Ð ili(n(z¡)ldn(ro))l
È=1

N
: exp Ð iu(z¡).

È=1

Note that the operator d is defined on a complex manifold, therefore the

1-form z.r is written as

1n : i(n(z¡)ldn(z¡))

.),
ùf



: olþt"¿t\/>o"I + (n(z¡)t%Ì,tr) (2.46)

(2.48)

2:
Niv
II "*p 

In (z¡1","-r) = .*p I ,l-.rf"t"1lzt" - z¡az¡"). (2.47)
L 1- lþklk=7

To show this define Az¡:

/c=1

zk - zk-t, then

LHS : -ü'*n'"{ }

_ü, "*n, {rt" ltt 
* r*r,l (r #ft))

- r" 
frr 

* t"ot\' (t - 'r^íïiz-i\'-) * o11o")')] 
]

-ü"*or{rt"(t-ffi)
- '" fr' 

+ Þut\, ('-'r"íï,;i1'-)] . ,,

li*n t{-rffi.-uaå#+o'((
åi,

"*nà rirrp?*a4 - Z¡az¡)'

(A"ò')j

nr-)r))

Substituting ( 2.a5), (2.47) into ( 2.44) we have, in the continuum limit, the

expression for the effective propagator ( 2.43)

G(q :Ð I Dþ)et(c) ¿t 'f l6t zÈ-zi)-H(z'z)-r'(")]at.
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The adiaatic action is identified to be

qad-!l'I ih ,-.un - T¿ lo ll + 1z1zt"

and we vsrite ( 2.48) as

- zt) - H(2, '¡ - s^(,¡f at

\- [ nf rle;lsid+tu,,(c)]ur\/
nJ

(2.4e)

G(T): (2.50 )

where 7(C) is given by the integral of ( 2.a6).

Thus in tire SU(2)-CS representation, we a¡rive to a conclusion similar

to that obta.ined in the phase-space formulation. The explicit formulas for

the adiabatic phase and action function diffe¡ from their phase space counter-

parts but the difference vanishes by choosing the appropriate coherent state

representation. Generaiized coherent states for Lie groups other than SU(2)

can be constructed along similar lines to treat various dynamical systems.

2.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we have shown hou' nontrivial phases arise in the context

of the quantum adiabatic theorem. In the development of the theory, two

approaches were taken: the differential and integral formalisms. In the

Schrödinger approach it had been shown that, if the phase of eigenfunc-

tion cannot be globally fixed, then the adiabatic phase appears. 'When the

theory is reformulated in the patli integral formalism, the nontrivial phase
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manifests itself in the form of an additional action term. This term is just

ñ. times Berry's phase, and has the interpretation of the action related to an

induced "vector potential". This interpretation is valid since it can be shown

that the adiabatic phase can be expressed as a surface integral of a "mag-

netic field" Il : i(dnldn) whose "vector potential" is tr : i(nldn). That the

objects tr,' and V so defined can be likened to gauge structures will be shown

in the next chapter.

A question remains. In the differential formulation the adiabatic phase

is developed on the premise that the phase cannot be globaily removed.

What then is the machinery giving existence to a nontrivial pirase in the path

integtral formalism? It cannot arise as a direct consequence of the adiabatic

theorem; that theorem merely serves as a mechanism of transporting the

eigenstate around a closed loop in parameter space. The global viewpoint

of the path integrai approach seems to indicate an underlying topological

structure which expresses itself as a nontrivial phase u'hen some degrees of

freedom are integrated out. In this light the adiabatic approximation is

secondary to the fact that one must take into account the topology of the

integrated out system. The appearance of a 'magnetic vector potential' which

behaves like a gauge object suggests a geometrical nature. Since such gauge

objects are closely related to the rich geometry of fibre bundles and other

differential structures [WY], we find motivation to probe into the underlying

geometry of the adiabatic phase. This leads to a greater understanding of

nontriviaL phases and how they arise in more general contexts, not just via
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the adiabatic mechanism. In chapter 3, the geometricai nature of nontrivial

phases in quantum mechanics wilt be examined.
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Chapter 3

Geometric Forrnulation

3.1- Introduction

Motivated by the geometrical features of the path integral formalism and by

the appearance of gauge structures in the theory, we examine the topologi-

cal phase using the tools of differential geometry. A subsidiary goal of this

endeavour is to give a description which is independent of the adiabaticity

condition. We thus obtain a generalization of the theory presented in chap-

ter 2. The most important feature of the geometrical description is that it

is unnecessary for the Hamiltonian to depend on a set of slorvly varying pa-

rameters. The onlg requirement for the Harniltoni.an 'is to generate euolutions

such that a connection co,n be def.ned on the fibre bundle structures associ-

ated with the euoluti,oz. These concepts will be developed in the forthcoming

sections.
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3.2 Appearance of Gauge Structures

In this section we make explicit the analogy between the phase 1-form tu and

gauge potentials. This leads naturaliy to a geometric description of nontrivial

phases, since it is known that the geometrical nature gauge theories lies in

the theory of fibre bundles [WY], [BMSS]. We shall shou' that the l-fo¡m u.,

transforms like a gauge potential and de¡ive from it, gauge fields over some

manifold. Thus we generalize Berry's ideas and extend the analysis given by

Wilczek and Zee [WZ]

Define the l-form t¿ to be

at : z((ld}

whose matrix elements are given by

(3.1)

u;i (t¡l¿il.

The set {l{r)} is a degenerate set. Although equation (91) is obtained in

chapter 2 by adiabaticity arguments, we assert here that the definition given

here is independent of adiabaticity.

Let u be the group of unitary tranfo¡mations. For o € u the l-form

r.u transformes according to

u':(dQ)Q-t+Otr,'f¿-t
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This is easily proven: let {/ : 96

.'r¡ : Wjld.t:r)

: (CI,r€r ldÌ;^t^)
: f)¡r(€r l€àdll¿, -ì- f)¡r (€¿ldt^)Q;^

: Q¡^dQ;* I Q¡tta^tÇl;^

: (dïi,òn,*j ! ll¿^u*¿(l¿¡

: [(df-¿)f¿-1 + 0toCI-1];¡

where 0¿- is the complex conjugate of f)¿-. Next we calulate du. In local

coordinates this is written

d.ta;¡ : l@uÇ10"t;) - (O"t¡Pp€ùldxt" A dX". (3 3)

Now

ôr\,lô"€) : (ô*€¡10"t)+ (tjl?pô"Ë)

0"(€¡lô*€) : (ô"€¡lô*t) + G¡10"ôpt)

Using these in ( 3.3) along with the completeness ¡elation Ð¡ l{¡,)(€¡l : 1,

yields

¿wii : {ô*(Ê¡10"tù -}"(t¡l?rtù
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[({, lâ*€u) 1¿n10"€) - G¡lô"to)(€o lâ,€')]}dxP A dX"

: {ôu@")r¡ - ô"þa*);¡ - l-*-, - .,-r)¿¡}dXP A dX".

Finally

d,za : {0r-, - ô,up - l.r,u"l}dXP 
^ 

dX" (3 4)

u'here 1rv : (61ô"{) and [.,.] is the commutator bracket. It is evident from

( 3 4) that the nonabeiian gauge field G appears:

G:ô*u,-1,up-l-r,-,1. (3 5)

The remarks made in chapter 2, that z.' and dta are gauge-like objects, now

have a fi.rm basis.

Consider the case where U : t/(1). Then Q - "ia(o). 
Equation ( 3.2)

then gives the transformation law for a vector potential

7D':7DIida.

Since U(1) is abelian, the commutator in ( 3.4) vanishes and we are left rvith

what looks like the electromagnetic field

F,"r:Ô*ur-}rup.

Nonrelativisticaliy, we cannot completely identify F* with the electromag-

netic field, for the the object F*, above exists in a parameter manifold and not
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on a space-time manifold. That is, if the parameter mani,fold i,s Mi.nkowslci,

then F*, is the electromagnetic f,eld. If we assume the parameter manifold to

be isomorphic to R', so that the indices ¡r and z refer to space components,

then the diagonal components of F* cannot be associated with electric field

components. In this sense the analogy is imperfect. Nevertheless, in the

present case I/ = du: (nldn) acts like a magnetic field on some manifold.

We have shown the striking similarities between tr.' and d,w with gauge

potentials and fields. Although they are not true gauge objects, they give

validity in associating them u'ith differential structure. Specifically, tr is a

connect'ion (since gauge potentials are labelled thusly), and du tsits curua-

ture. The terminology comes not from gauge theory itself, but from differen-

tiai geometry u4rich puts gauge theory on a geomet¡ic footing. On this note

we investigate next the geometry of nontrivial phases.

3.3 The Geornetric Phase

The mathematical apparatus for this section is given in the appendix at the

end of this chapter. Note particularly propositions 3.6.1 and 3.6.2; definitions

3.6.4, 3.6.5 and 3.6.7.

Let us now discuss how the nontrivial phase arises from natural geo-

metric structures associated with quantum evolution. A salient feature of a

differential-theoretic description is that the theory is set free from the adi-

abatic ¡estriction. Moreover, it is not necessary tirat the evolution of the

system be cyclic or unitary [SB]. If the evolution is cyclic by some defini-
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tion, then the nontriviai phase may be viewed as a holonomy transformation

[Si],[AA],[AA2],lAn]. We first identify the natural geometric structures and

then discuss the nontrivial phase in cyclic and noncyclic evolution.

Denote the set of normalizable states in the Hilbert space 71 of. Lz

functions by P

P : {rþ e71: (rþlrþ) + 0)

Define a ro,A in 1ú to be an equivalence class

[rþ): {rþ' € Plrþ' : e"o1þ}, a € R,

i.e states differing in phase oniy. Clearly the equivalence relation tþt - r¡,

defined above is induced by the abelian group U(1). Define the manifold

AI to be the quotient space of P by the equivalence relation - induced by

U(i): M : Pl -. Thus the manifold A,I, which we call the ray-space, is the

set of rays of '11; and the manifold P is the disjoint union of its equivalence

classes(rays). There is a natural projection ¡r : P -- It[ which assigns each

element tþ of P to a ray which contains ry'. The geometric structures just

described form a principal fibre bundle P(M,U(1)) over the ray-space M.

We will sometimes write P instead of P(III,t/(1))

On P(AII,t/(1)), there exists a natural connection f whose origin is in

the Schrödinger equation. Let the state vector evolve according to

:lL1þ h=1
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Here the Hamiltonian å. is not necessarily self-adjoint; the consequence of

which means the evolution may not be unitary. In any case, the evolution

defines a curve in P which projects to a cutve in lu[ under the projection

map r. We normalize lhe state vector so that the dynamical phase remains

zero during the course of evolution. Define

d:.*p (, 1'Wdt),þ

Inserting ( 3 6) into the Schrödinger equation above yields

(3 6)

-0,

from which we obtarn

(3 7)

With equation ( 3.7), rÃre can define a connection I on P.

The evolution of the system defines a curve g(t) in P which projects

to a curve ó(t) in M via ¡r. Denote the vectors tangent to p(ú) by ,n, :

(d,p(t)ldt)1r,, where pr is a point on the curve cp(ú). Then the set of ali

tangent vectors u forms the tangent space TrrP. Let Hç, be the set of

tangent vectors inTo,P whose statefunctioo. / satisfy equation ( 3.7) . Given

a Hamiltonian å., the set Hç, is uniquely determined by the Schrödinger

equation. Observe that Hç, Ç To,P. Denoting the complement T?,P\Hø,

.dö
'dt

q|,1tff¡:o
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by I/ø,, we have the decomposition

To,P : Hç, @I/ç,.

This decomposition of the tangent space Tr,P

P(A,t,U(i)) By proposition (3.6.1), there then

which we define to be

u:i(ó_l#l

(3 8)

definesaconnectionfin

exists a connection l-form

(3 e)

where ó- e P and (dþ- ldt) e Tr,P. Equation ( 3.8) implies that ó* : õ+ór,,

where Ó e Hø, and þy €l/ç,,, so that

zo:i(ót,lffil

Here we have made use of part 1 of proposition 3. 6. 1. Note that tl in equation

( 3.9) vanishes if the tangent space Tr,P cannot be decomposed according

to the splitting ( 3 8) If. Te,P : Hç, O O, where O is the zero subspace,

tlren /' : $ Ç Hç,. Consequently u : 0. Having shown the existence of

a nonvanishing connection l-forfl u, \4re no\l' proceed to relate u and the

nontrivial phase.

Suppose the system undergoes a cyclic evolution where the state vector

returns to the initial ray at some time r , i.e, the endpoints of the curve rp(ú) lie

in the same fibre. However, tire endpoints g(0) and cp(r) are not necessarily

tlre same point in the fibre(ray). In any case the projected curr¡e $(t) in It[
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is closed. Given the curve {(ú) and an arbitrary point po : ç(0) in P such

tlrat z'(cp6) : óo : /(0), there exists a unique lift, whicir we shall denote

Uy d(¿), starting from po, by proposition 3.6.2. We may then define parallel

translation as in definition 3.6.7. In the geometrical picture, evolution is

vielged as the transport of the state vector ry' aiong a currre in the bundle

space P of a pricipal fib¡e bundle; or alternatively as the transport of fibres

along the curve d(¿) bV parallel translation defined by

õ, , n-'(do¡ -' o-t(ó,) (3.10)

Now the condition of parallel translation, defi.nition 3.6.7, gives (with sub-

scripts suppressed)

o$+-$:g

which upon integrating yields the formal expression

ö: "f 
-õo

u'here the integral is along a path in ly'. We thus obtain the familiar result

tlrat a nontrivial phase 1 : f ?r,' appears during the (cyclic) evolution.

Next we consider the conditions under u'hich a nontrivial phase ap-

pears. Given a closed curve {(t) in M, then there is a unique horizontal

lift d(¿), a segment of which coincides with the curve representing the actual

evolution of the system. The lifting of the closed curl¡e $(t) to P yields a
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cur\¡e /(ú) which is not necessarily closed. If the Hamiltonian is such that

the evolution allows a connection to be defined in the pricipal bundle, then

the lift i1t¡ i, closed under the foliowing conditions

1. the endpoints of $(t) coincide: ó(") : ø(O)

2. if õ(r) + ö(0), then i(t) is closed by the vertical curve which joins fr(r)

ana i(o).

H ó(t) is closed according to the first condition, then u vanishes by (3.7).

On the other hand, if ó@ is closed according to condition 2, then u : 0

aiong the segment [d(0), i1"¡] Irl".e this is the actual path of evolution).

But along the vertical cu¡ve - + 0, as the tangent vectors to this curve are

elements of the vertical subspace V (cf. proposition 3.6.1, property 1). When

the evoiution admits no connection, the horizontal lift is not connected b¡' ¿

vertical, and again the connection l-form vanishes; consequentlJ' a ootrtt'n'.t

phase does not appear. Thus fibre bundles can be classified according to

conditions 1 and 2.

We now explain how the nontrivial phase factor can be interpreted as

a holonomy transformation. Define the loop space C,o to be the set of loops

of. M passing through the point æo e Il[. On C,o there is a well defined

multiplication law. The mapping ( 3.10) is then a diffeomorphism of the

fibre zi-l(æo) onto itself. The set of all such diffeomorphisms {þ7} forms a

group called the holonorny group of a given connection I with reference point

ns. The holonomy group is a Lie group (see [KN]), whose elements induce
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transformations on M. Thus the phase factor exp $ u carL be viewed as a

holonomy transformalion on M.

It is evident in the above anaiysis that the nontrivial phase is geo-

metrical in nature. The geometrical phase depends only on the curve /(ú)

and, more importantiy, does not depend on the rate of transversal around

/(i). The adiabatic theorem, therefore, is not a necessary condition for the

appearance of a nontrivial phase, but merely a means to an end.

Thus far we have discussed cyclic evolution in the sense that the curve

traced out in P projects to a closed cur\¡e in ray-space. It may happen that

the evolution is such that the state vector does not return to the initial ray.

Consequentiy the curve /(t) in 14 is open, and the evolution is noncyclic.

Tlre natural connection in P (M , t/(1)) no longer provides a \r-ay of comparing

the states; the vertical vectors, rn'hich are tangent to the fi.bre, lie on different

fibres and cannot join the endpoints of the curve. However, there is a con-

nection, called the Pancharatnam connection that will allow the comparison

of states on different rays [SB], [AA2]. W" examine this next.

Let $1,õ, e P be nonorthogonal states. The superposition of these

two states gives

lló' + örll : Ø,1Ó') + (ÓrlÓr) - zne@'l$r)

The term tfrlørl represents the interference between /1 and ör. If (órlóù

is real and positive, the modulus is already a maximum; and so /1 and

$, ut. "in phase". In genetd (ótldr) i. complex and we write the polar
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form rexpiB, r ) 0. Where B is the phase diference between /1 and

$2 and represents the Pancharatnam connection. There exists an intimate

relationship between the phase difference and the connection l-form u. To

this end we examine the notion of geodesic curves in the ray space M.

We can define a metric on M by means of the positive definite inner

product ('1.)onthe Hiibertspace?1. Let i(s) beacurveinP and

Öt : dó(s)lds + -ö(s) its covariant derivative. It is easy to show that

the inner product (ó'ló') transforms covariantly under the transformation

$' -+ e;o(") 6t '.

\q9) -+

wlrere {u : za -l idalds. Since the inner product (ö'lë') is covariant, it can be

used to define a metric on M. Hence the distance squared between "(d(r))
and r(/(s + ds)) is given by

d,lz : (ó,\ö,)drr.

The variational principle applied on / (ó'ló')dI, where I is an afrne parameter,

I t*l' *'o-ft*''] <øto¡ + ffffi
* (. .,#)<ffwt* (. .,#)Øt*)

$fft+ ø 
lt *,ø. ,a!*,)+,i,'(ótó)

trÐrJù



yields the geodesic equation

Curves in P satisfying the geodesic equation project to geodesics in rly'.

Geodesic curves in M allow the Pancharatnam phase difference to be ex-

pressed as a iine integral of the connection 1-form.

Proposition 3.3.1 Let $1,óz € P be nonorthogonal and differi,ng in phase

B accordi,ng to the Pancharatnan'L connection. Let þ(s) be any geodesic curue

such that ó(") : ór, ó(O) : õ, Thun

# * uó' :0.

P : I uþ)d's

proof: Let r(t) be a geodesòc in the

curae is a geodesic þ-(s) i,n P. The

o. g o,uge transformat'ion

d(") : u""ö-(").

Since $1 and 6, dl¡", i,n phase p choose a(0) :O,a(z) : -P. Integrat-

ing the |-form u along the geodes'ic curae $(s), noting that u(s) tro,nforns

'inhomo g eneouslg under g o,ug e transformati,on, yields

lo" -G) - Io" þ 
- -P] -

ragspace ArL The horizontal ffi of this

geodesics $(s) and g-(s) are related by
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Along the horizontal curue $-,w : 0 and we obtain i,mmedi,atelg

"( da(s)
ds )0,:u

q.e.d.

Using proposition 3.6.1, we obtain the geometrical phase for a noncyclic

evolution. Let $ € P evolve from õo to /" with fr" tyitrg on a different

fibre. Under z-, óo,ó, project to the points 
"(óo),"(ó,) € M respectively.

Let n($o) and n-(/,) be joined by a geodesic curve r(ú). Then the curve

" 
: ó(t) U r(r) is a closed curve in M . Here {(ú) is the projection of the curve

fr1t¡ i" P into AtI. The horizontal lift of c gives the curve ¿ : ó(t)Ug(");
where $çt¡ i, the evolution curve whose endpoints /s and $, ure connected by

a geodesic curve g(s) in P. Suppose /6 and $, ur. nonorthogonal, then their

phase difference is given by the Pancharatnam connection. The condition of

parallel transport along õ gives

ó, - exp 
ll^,,.rut, + 

lnr,)

'l_
u(s)ds] do.

Along the curve /(t), the connection l-form t¿ vanishes and the latter equa-

tion can be written as

$, : "iu-õo 
: 

"1014-G)d" 60.

Thus the nontrivial phase can also arise in a noncyclic evolution.
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When the Hamiltonian exhibits a degenerate spectrum, then the states

form a degenerate subspace V" of '11. In this case we examine the evolution

of the n-dimensional subspa", V^(t) whose elements are obtained from the

vectors in V- via the Schrödinger evolution in the time intervai [0,ú]. The

geometric structure is not the principal bundle P(M,t/(1)) but the uector

bundle E, over the Grassmann manifold G, [An]. In contrast to P(M,G),

a vector bundle consists of essentially a union of (local) product spaces with

a projection into a manifold; and whose fibres are vector spaces.

Let B be a Banach space such that B : V @ F. Denote the set of

all split subspaces of B by G(B), called the Grassmann manifoid. If the

subspaces I/ and F have dimension z and rn respectively, G(B) is denoted

as G^*(B). We consider the space

E^(B): {(laz)lVis an n-dimensional subspace of.B,,u e Ii}

since the subspace of interest is Vi(t) and not the cospace F. Now there

is a projection p : E.(B) --+ G^(B) which allows a vector bundle structure

in E"(B) (see [AMR]). Given this structure, Iet E^(B) be a Hilbert space

K o'f. n * r¿-dimension whose time dependent decomposition is K : 11,(ú) +

F^(t) Suppose V-("): I/.(0) for some z € [0,ú], then l/.(ú)undergoes cyclic

evolution in the interval l0,z]. The group acting on K is the unitary group

U(n,rn) which leaves the quantity DTJä, r,iæ; -ÐT=r*tt'in C'+- invariant.

The subgroup of U(n,m) which leaves I/.(ú) invariant is U(n) xU(*), so the

manifold G-(B) is given by U(n,m)lu(n) x U(rn). Having estabiished the
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vector bundle structures analogous to those of the principal fibre bundle, it

follows immediately from the nondegenerate case, the connection in E-(B)

is given by the matrix- valued 1-form tr.r¿¡:

zaii l+tlfr)

where 1Þ; e þl:t,i: L,...,n\, the orthonormal basis of V.(t) By parallel

transport we have

7þ: Pel:-o'rþo.

We have thus uncovered the geometric substratum of the nontrivial phase

for both degenerate and nondegenerate cases. In doing so we we obtain a de-

scription in u'hich the adiabaticity condition is in no way essential; moreover

we have a vastly richer description of the nontrivial phase.

3.4 Generalizing The Effective Propagator

We complete the geometric description of the nontrivial phase by extend-

ing the coherent state path integral to the case where the llamiltonian is a

function of tire generators of an arbitrary Lie group G [K].

The set of generalized coherent states {lZ)}, Z € C, along with the

partition of unity form a Hilbert space. These states are obtained according

to

lz): r(g)lo)
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with 9 running over G. And T(g) is defined as before. Let R be a subgroup

of. G. Then G can be regarded as a fibre bundle over the quotient space

G I R : M , wilh structure group A. The parameter Z is then an element of

Il[ , and the vectors p) form a local cross section of the fibre bundle G(M, R).

A sequence of states

is obtained by various choices of initial states l0). This sequence can be

grouped into classes where any two vectors belonging to the same class are

compatible.

Definition 3.4.1- Let lZ"), IZP) be two aectors belonging to class a, P,

respect'iaely. For a giaen generator Q of a Li,e gï'oup G, corcespondi.ng to

@fl¡ , the aectors lZ*), IZP) o,r'e cornpo,ti.ble if

(z"lQlzp) + o.

Suppose the Hamiltonian is given by a function of the generators of G

only: I1 : f @). The effectil¡e propagator is

G(r) --;'* / d.¡r(zs) (zsl .*p( - int ¡ n7* 1z¡

where lZs) is assumed to belong to a specific class as of ,9. Inserting the
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partition of unity, as before, gives

G(r) :;* / dt ei")/ h. dt"Øir)(zir1.*pç_'intlN)lz[!;,)
ft=r

The integrand represents the probability amplitude for transitions from a

coherent state of class a¡-1 to a state of class a¡. Only classes for which

o"k-t : a¡ do transitions occur, by compatibility. Assuming this, the labels

crk-t¡a¡ etc., are thus redundant, and henceforth, will be omitted. We have

N-1
intesrand È pr(tr16 - int¡N)lzo-,)

N-1 ,, i (zklvlzk-r) ¿ \: nØÀzk_,) (t-;ffiffiñ)
È fi .*p(r,, (zxlz*_,)) 

"_p (_ t^ffi 
+)È=1

: "*P;l"o(u*-ø#Ã)"u)

In the above, A is the difference operator, and we have tacitly assumed that

(ZnlZn-r) = 1. Thus in the continuum limit we have

G(r): I ,ft¡"*p; I"' ,tl(iîLat- H)lz)dt. (3.11)
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The first term in the exponent gives the general form for the geometric phase

for the present case, and the second term is the dynamical phase. It is

important to note that the above result is obtained without recourse to the

adiabatic theorem.

The adiabatic phase can be recovered from ( 3.11) by assuming the

Hamiltonian to be H : ¡f(()+h(q;(), and that ( is slow changing. Then T/ :

lZ) = l() ø l"(()) where l"(()) is an eigenstate of tire internal Hamiltonian

h(q;(). The adiabatic phase then follows.

The path integral formula ( 3.i1) also reveals an interesting feature.

The argument of the exponential remarkably resembles the Jackiw-Kerman

formula for the effective action rvith Lagrangian L : (Zl(ih1t- H)lZ). Con-

sequently it can be shown that the geometrical phase can be written as an

integral of a symplectic 1-form [Ko].

3.5 Discussron

The appearance of gauge structures associated with the nontrivial phase

indicates that such phases have a topological basis. Much of the differential-

geometric machinery of gauge theory could be carried over to the description

of nontrivial phases.

We have identified the principal fibre bundle P(M,U(1)) as the geo-

metrical structure on which to describe the geometry of nontrivial phases.

It is also feasible to use the Hopf-fibration ?f - {0} where the base manifold

is the complex projective space P : (H - {0}) lC- whose natura.l metric is
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the Fubini-Study metric (see [EGH]). The structure group C- is the group

of multipiication by complex numbers. The Hopf-bundle is used in [AA1],

[AA2], [At], and [Pa]. In this geometry, nontrivial phases can ahvays be

expressed as a holonomy transformation. However, by choosing to rvork in

P(^[,¿/(1)), we demonst¡ate that the geometric phase can also arise in non-

cyclic evolution. Certainly there is no fundamental reason why nontrivial

phases should be confined to cyclic evolution.

In this chapter, several facts were establislied. One, the adiabaticity

condition is not essential for the existence of a nontrivial phase. Another is

that the evolution is no ionger required to be cyclic. Under certain conditions,

nontrivial phases may arise in noncyclic evolution through the Pancharatnam

connection.

3.6 Appendix

We review some basic facts from the theory of fibre bundles (see for example

[KN], [EGH], [uW], [DM]). The theory of fibre bundles is intricabl5' linked

with modern gauge theories; it is also the basis for a geometric description

of nontrivial phases.

Before giving a precise definition of a fibre bundle, we examine first the

geometric edifice that surrounds its construction. The first is the concept of

a manifold. Roughly, a manifold is a topological space which can support the

process of differentiation; it is the underlying continuum on which to describe

phenomena. We shall employ the following definition.
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Definition 3.6.1 A differentiable mani,fold M is a Hausd,orff space wh'ich

is locally homeomorphic to R". Thi,s homeomorphism allows a di,fferential

structure of class C' to be defined on M so thøt M is analytic.

Tlrroughout this chapter we shall assume that M is a C-- manifold. As-

sociated with a manifold M is the tangent space. Let c : la,b) € R ---+ M

be a differentiable curve of class Ci such that c(ú6) : t € M for to € la,bl.

Let F(n) be the algebra of. Cr functions deflned in a neighborhood of some

point p e M. The vector tangent to the curve c(ú) at p is the mapping

x: f@) '13 n. For / € .F(X), this map is given by xÍ : @.f (c(t))ldt)r,.

Thus we have the defi.nition

Definition 3.6.2 The set of tangent uectors yf defines a I'inear space called

the tangent spaceT"X[ of AI atæ. The disjoi,nt unionTlV : Uce¡aT"A,I is

called the tangent bundle of ItL

We can then define a mapping which assigns to each point æ € M, a vector

ó € T1[. This assignment is ca]led a vector field on M. Let X(M) be the

set of vector fields on ArI; it is a real vector space unde¡ the operation of

addition and scalar multiplication.

Next, we define a Lie group, which is of paramount importance in

constructing the principal fibre bundle.

Definition 3.6.3 A Li,e group G is a structure which 'is simultaneously a

group and a dàfferent'iable manifold such that the group operat'ions (ø, å) e

G x G r---, a,b e G and a € G r----+ 6-7 € G are C*-maps.



Let g e G. Themaps Lna: gaand Rnø: agfor e\¡ery a e G denote

the left(respectively right) translations of G by an element 9. The left(right)

t¡anslations are diffeomorphism of G. A vector field X € X(G) on G is ieft

invariant if

d'LnX(a): X(Lsa): X(go) Va,s e G.

Herc dLn = Qò- is an isomorphism of the tangent spaces T"(G),T*"(G)Vg e

G. Similarly for right invariance

d&nX(a): X(Rna): X(og)

wlrere dLn : (In)- is an isomorphism between Q(G) and T"n(G) V9 e G.

The set of left invariant vector fields on G form a vector space rvhich is

isomorphic to the tangent space T"(G) at the identity e; its dimension being

equal to the order of tire group G. We then define the Lie algebra Ç of G to

be the set of all left invariant vector fields on G endowed with the Lie product

(commutator) along with the operation of addition and scalar multiplication.

Tlre set Ç may be viewed as a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra ,1. of vector

fields X(G), i.., Ç is a subspace of ,4 for which the Lie product [ø, ð] is an

element of I for a,b € Ç.

Given a manifold M and a Lie group G, we define how G acts on M.

The group G is a Lie transformation group of M if

1. Everyelement gof.G inducesatransformationof M: æ---+æg æe M.
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2. Thereisadifferentiablemapping (g,*)e GxM ---+æg € Msuchthat

æ(grgz): (ægt)g21or æ e At[ and 91 ,92 € G.

If. Rnr: æ Væ e M implies g = e, then G acts effectiuelg on M. For the

stronger condition that if Rnæ : r for some æ € M, then g : e, we then

have G acting freely on the right. We may define a Lie transformation group

using left translation Ln in a similar fashion.

Preliminaries aside, we turn to the definition of a principal fibre bundle.

A principle fibre bundle extends the notion of the topological product of a

Lie group G and a manifold 14.

Definition 3.6.4 Let M be a differentiable manifold and G a Lie group.

A di,fferentiable pri,nci,pal fibre bundle oaer M with group G consists of a

differentiable ntanifold P and an action of G on P satisfying the following

cond'it'ions.

1. G acts freely on P on the right (u,g) € P x G,----- ug : Rsu Ç. P.

2. 
^[ 

'is the quotient sp&ce of P by the equi,aalence relat'ioTt æ: {(q,u2) e

P x Pllg:utg - u2\inducedbA G. The naturalprojecti,onr: P ---+ M

whi.ch assigns to each point u e P, an equiualence class containing u,

i.e, lu): {u' e Plu' - u}, is differenti,able.

3. P is locally triaial, i.e, eaery point æ e M has a ne'ighborhood U and

a diffeomorphism tþ : r-l(U) - U x G such thøt tþ(u) : Qr(u),ó("))

where $ i,s a mappi.ng of r-l(u) into G sati.sfying ó("g) : (S@))s for

aIIueo-'(u)and,geG.'



We shall denote the principal fi.bre bundle by P(AII, G), where P is the bundle

or total space, AI the base space, and G the structure group. We call the

n-t(r) : {uglg e G, r(u) = æ} the fibre over æ € M through z. Each fibre

is diffeomorphic to G and coincides rvith an equivalence class containing z;

and each fibre is a point in M. A local cross section on P is a C--map

o: A* P;,4. being an open set of /11 such that zr- oo:1. If ,4: AtI,then

ø is the global cross section. In terms of the cross section, a vector field may

be alternatively defined as a local cross section of the tangent bundle 71y'.

Having establisired the geometrical foundation, we next examine the

geometric machinery that gives rise to the nontrivial phase: the concept of a

connection in a principal fibre bundle. There are many equivalent defrnitions

for the connection (see for example [EGH]), however. for the purpose at hand,

we shall use as a working definition, the following

Definition 3.6.5 A connecti,on'in a principøl fibre bundle P(lú,G) i,s a lin-

ear mapp'ing lu : T,IltI --+ T"P of the tangent space T,M at æ into the tangent

spa.ce T-P at u e r-1(æ) with the follow'ing properties

1. l.(T,A[) : H. 'is the hori,zontal subspace of T"(P) such that TuP :
H. Ø Vu where l/. is the uertical subspace of T"P

2. dtr ol,:l

3. If u' : Rnu: Lg, g € G thenlu, - l¿s : d,Rslu

Thus a connection is essentiaJly a splitting of the tangent space ILP into

a lrorizontal subspace Hu and a vertical subspace I/,. The space Iz" is the
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tangent space to the fibre at z

W: T.(tr-t(r)).

Hence under the projection dr, d"(V.): 0 and dr(H-) : T,M - Any vector

in T.P can be uniquely decomposed into horizontal and ve¡tical components

(fiS. 3.1) The subspace V. is isomorphic to the Lie algebra Ç of G. This

= /"+Y,r

fig. 3.1

isomorphism gives rise to a Ç-valued differential form

connection l-fortn, mapping TuP '-+ Ç:

T.P 3 r,(n--'(')) *çG)

?r,' on P called the

-, ( r'(

n"t 
t
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Ilere r.' is a linear map induced by the isomorphism i and takes vectors in

T.P to tire vertical subspace I/,.

It turns out that a connection and the l-form u) are intimately associ-

ated. We have

Proposition 3.6.1 Giuen a connectionl 'in P(A,t,G). Then there erists a

connect'ion l-forrn with ualues in the Lie algebra Ç oÍ G haaing the properties

1. u(udg) : 7-rdg, u € P, g e G i.e u(\'-) : -(\v) : tr, Yv C

TuP, Yt,e ç andu(\'):0forYeH.

2. u(dRn\') : g-1zu(Y)g

Conuersely, giaen u) on P sati,sfg'ing conditions (1)-(2), there is a unique

connectionl in P whose connection [-form is u. Proof: Refer to [KN],

proposition 1.1

In condition (L) dg e TsG anà g-|dg e T.G : Ç(G); the vertical udg is

mapped into the element of the Lie aigebra corresponding to dg. Condition

(2) says that under right translation u.r transforms according to the inverse

adjoint representation of the group G in 9.

Closely related to the l-form T.u is the curvature 2-form.

Definition 3.6.6 Letl be a connection on P(M,G) whose associated con-

nect'ion l-form is w. The Ç-ualued 2-form

f):Vt¡-dwop
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'is the curuature 2-form of the connection. Here p i,s the projection p : TuP ---

Hu

Recapitulating, a connection exists on P(ArI,G) if T.P has the direct

sum decomposition TuP : Iiu @ Hu. The set of horizontal vectors connect

neighboring points of P so that if one point is on a fibre then so is the neigh-

boring point. This process is ch.aracterized by a differential l-form describing

the connection. Conversely, a connection l-form ,r.u implies a connection l.
Finally, we make the remark that any principal fibre bundie admits a con-

nection if the base manifold is paracompact (cf. [KN], Theorem 2.1)

Given that a connection f is defined on P(A,I, G), we introduce the

notion of parallel translation of fibres along a curve in the base manifold M.

For this concept, we shall need the idea of a horizontal W of a vector field X

on M. The horizontal lift of the vector field X is that unique vector fietd *
on P which is horizontal, and projects according to dtr(i(u)) : X("("))-the

value of X at u. Similarly, we can define the horizontal lift of a piece-wise

differentiable curve c(t) in M tobe the horizontal curve õ(t) in P such that õ

is piece-wise differentiable and whose tangent vectors are horizontal. Under

the projection r

r(õ) : ç'

Let c be a curve (assumed to be C1) tn M. Then there is an associated curve

in P.

Proposition 3.6.2 For an arbi,trary po'int uo e r-1(æo) C P zai.th T(us) :
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c(to), there etists a un'ique W " "f c beginning atus. proof:see [KN], propo-

sition 3.1

The proof outlined in [KN] can be extended to give a sufficiency condition

for a curve õ to be horizontal. In that proof the lift õ must have the form

c(t) : u(t)s(t)

where 9(ú) is a curve in G, and z(ú) a curve in P. The curve 9(ú) must be

such that õ is a horizontal curve. Differentiating with respect to ú gives

c(t) : ù(t) s(t) + u(t) s(t)

Here ú and g are tangent vectors at the points z and g in their respective

spaces. If t¿ is the connection form rn P(M,G), then properties (t)-(Z) in

proposition 3.3.1 impiies

ue(t)) -- g-'(t)-(¿(¿))s(¿) + s-'s(t)

wlrere g-t(t)þ(t) is a curve in the Lie algebra Ç : T"G of. G. So that the

curve c(t) is horizontal, we impose the condition trl(õ(ú)) : O giving

s-' (t) s (t) : - e-r (t)zu (ù(t)) s(t)

u@(t)): þ(t)s-t(t)
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Thus õ is horizontal if the latter holds true; and a unique curve g(t) in G

with 9(0) -- e carL be obtained by integration.

Finally, using proposition 3.6.2 we come to the definition of parallel

translation along a cur\¡e õ.in P(A[,G) which projects onto a curve cín M.

Definition 3.6.7 Let c(t) join two po'ints Xs and X1 in M. Let uo €

n-t(*o) - F*o be an arbitrary poi,nt i,n the fibre ouer æo. Letõ. be the un'ique

W of c start'ing fromus, and let the endpoint of õ u1 € F,,: T-|(tr). BU

uarging the ualue of us in the f,bre F,o we get a mapping C : F,o --, F,r.

This m,appi,ng defines the parallel translation of fibres of P(M,G) along c(t)

with respect to a g'iuen connection u. The map C is prouided by øn element

g € G whi.ch 'is uni,quely assoc'iated wi,th the path c(t) 'in Ar[ , furthermore C is

a diffeomorphisrn for euery c.

A condition for parallel translation may be established using the co-

variant derivative. The covariant derivative may be defined as the operator

Vu in the tangent bundle 7M:

Yrr:0u+w,

Here the subscript p denotes the direction of a tangent (basis) vector ó, to

the curve c(t) at some point in M, i.., l, * b*: #l,or*. If z is a vector

in P, then Yrz denotes the covariant derivative of tr in the direction of ¡r.

Thus a vector z is parallel t¡anslated along a curve c(ú) if

Y ru: 0'
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Chapter 4

An Application to Spin
Systerns

4.1 Introduction

Up to this point, our considerations had been purely academic. In the follow-

ing presentation, the concept of the nontrivial phase is applied to a simple

quantum system. In particular, a spin system in an external magnetic field.

This wiil demonst¡ate that geometric phases are physically nontriviai.

4.2 Spin-Il2 Particles in a Magnetic Field

Consider two coupled spin-1/2 particles in an external magnetic field B.

Hamiltonian fo¡ such a system is

H : Àat . c2 - (pro, -l p,zaz) . B (4.1)
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wlrere c; are the Pauii matrices; and À, þt, þz are coupling constants. The

Hamiltonian ( 4.1) could describe a hydrogen atom in a magnetic field, or

approximate a positronium system.

Without loss of essential generality, we choose the direction of ã to be

along the z-axis. Let the basis be the set {/¡¿} where óm : ór Ø ó¿. The

indices (k, /) .' (+, +) denote the spin states of particies 1 and 2, respectively.

Spin up will be denoted by'+' and spin down by'-'. In the basis {/¡¿}, ø2

ar.d o" commute. Define the Pauli spin exchange operator P by its action

on the set {/¿¿}

Pó+* : ó++

Pó++ : ó+x

It is straigirtforward to verify the identity

ot'az:2P - 1.

The Schrödinger operator can therefore be written as

À(2P - L) - (pror, * pzoz,)B - rU# e.2)

Since the set {ón} is a complete orthonormal set, we can express the
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state function tþ as the linear combination

,þ : Ctó++ * Czó+- l- Csó-+ + C+ó-- (4.3)

where the coefficients C¿ are time dependent. Applying the operator ( 4.2)

to the state function ( a.3) leads to the linear system

-(',1) :(
À+¡rB

0

0

0

0
_^ + p,B
2^
0

0

2^

-^ + p,B
0

0

0

0

À-pB )(

c1
Cz

c3
Ct

: MC.

In the above we have defined

-0t, + pr)

-1tt - pr).

Substituting C : (e i"tln into the linear system yields

M( : e('

Ilere ( is a constant 4-component column vector.

Solving the linear system ( 4.5) can be facilitated

.. dc,, 
¿t

(4 4)

(4.5 )

p:

p:

,'r.)
¡t)

using the following



Lemma 4.1 Let H be a 2 x 2 Hermitian rnatrfu. Defi,ne the angles 0 and a

'in ternzs of the elements of H:

- zlH I

tanl : # 0101r (4.6)
ttII - ttz2

Hz,: lHrrl"" 0(a12r.

Then the eàgenaalues of H are

€1 : t¡tu- ¡ Hrr) + 
lUKu- 

- Hrr)' + 4H1zH21l1/2

11
€2 : -r{nt, ¡ Hrr) - -r\nt, 

- Hrr)' + 4Vnfl2l1l2.

Furthermore,'in ang basis {$¡}¡=t,2, the corresponding e,igenuectors are

t[, : ro"9-u-'o/'ó, + sin 
0 

"'ol'6,'22

t[r2 : - .ir, 
{ 

u-;o /, ó, + ,o" 
0-"r*/, 

ó,'22',

proof:see [CBF], complement BlV.

In the linear system ( 4.4), the components Cr and C2 can be easily

solved to yieldl

,þr: ó++ e:À*pB

,þn: ó-- e:À-¡-tB
lWe have omitted the phase ¡u"¡o, 

"-iet/h
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The linear system ( 4 5) therefore reduces to

( -^ l^r'" 'l - r,") ( Í: ) :'( Í: ) eT)

The coefficient matrix M in ( 4.7) is a 2 x 2 symmetric matrix. By lemma

(4.1) we obtain

, 0 0,,þ, : cos ¡ó+- + sin ,ó-+ (4 8)

€2 : À[-1 + 2(1 + u'282 ¡4À¡ttz1

e, 0,ltts : - sn 
5Q+_ 

+ cos ,a_*
€3 : -À[1 + 2(r + u'2 B2 f 4Àz¡',t21 (4.9)

rvhere

2^tan0 :
P,B

"io:1

To determine tu, it is sufrcient to calculate the quantity

, ,. a(1þrliô81þù l:7-4. (4.11)

Using the expression for d in ( 4.10), the operatot 0lôB can be written in
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terms of d:

(4.r2)

where

K_ 2p'À

0"'B), + (Z,l¡z'

Applying the operator ( 4.I2) to the statefunctions in ( 4.8), we find that

the quantity (4.11) is identically zero for all ty'¿. Consequently a nontrivial

phase does not arise. This is what we obtain mathematically. Physically the

situation is different.

In an experimental setting, the physical system is prepared and then

injected into some registration apparatus. A magnetic field is turned on and

slorvly increased wirile the effects of the field are monitored. Suppose the

magnetic field is increased to the point where p'B l^ ) 1 and then decreased

to its original intensity. At low magnetic field strength, we essentially have

Zeernan splitting of the energy levels. The states ,þr,rþr,tþa arc the triplet

states, and ry'3 is the singlet state. However, as the intensity of B increases

n'e flnd that

€2 è -À+ p'B

€,s ñ -À-p'B

and

cos0f2
sín?12
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Thus for large magnetic fields

,þ, ñ

'þ" 
è

i(ôB lA0)K. The largest

in ( a.13). Assuming Ê

(4.14)

( 4.14) is from the pure

we obtain

0
cos -ó'-2"

0,
cos ¡e-+. (4.13)

Therefore, to calculate the nontrivial phase we consider a sequence of

statefunctions so tirat we obtain the set {tuo,ut,. . . ,*(t),. . .} rvhere u:¿(t) :

þþrV(Al0B(t))1þùdB(t), I:2,3. Initially unt:0 but as t---+ æ,tu becomes

increasingly nonvanishing. The Ìristory of the system as the magnetic field is

changed is then given by the path integral

f -, : Iou' 
"''^ q,¡,,¡; 

5,úù 
aB + l), u,r^q,¡,,¡;f6,1,ù 

d.(- B).

In terms of d, the last equation can be written formally as

where

states

K-
given

f - :' Io"'' \'t"txfi'l'¡ae

contribution in

to be constant,

-â K
þþ,lK a.,þr) - |(+)sina

whe¡e '+'or'-' is taken if I : 2,3, respectivel¡'. Therefore the
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phase is

'Y¿ : (4.15)

Thus as the magnetic field is increased, the spins become increasingly un-

coupled; that is, the topological structure of the system changes. That such

an event occurs is indicated by the presence of a geometrical phase ( 4.15).

It is important to note that the parameter manifold in the present situa-

tion is 3-dimensional. The evolution, however, takes place on a 1-dimensional

subset-the real line R. We have shown that a nontrivial phase can arise from

a geometric evolution on a 1-dimensional manifold.

The previous considerations can be generalized to the case where par-

ticles 1 and 2 have spins j1, j22 respectively, and in a magnetic field pointing

in an arbitrary direction. The Hamiltonian for this system is

H : Jz - J2 - (prlt I p,zJz). B

where J¿ is the spin-j operator for particle z. This Hamiltonian arises in the

study of spin-chain systems with local fields at each spin site [Bh]. Concep-

tually, the problem is not difficuii. The analysis on the other hand, is quite

iengthy and nontrivial. If tire coupling constants pt, p2 are equal, then the

general problem is tractible but physically uninteresting. We shall, there-

fore not discuss the general problem. We will instead take a reductionistic

approach.

kI-,

2j integral or half-integral
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\4lhen the magnetic field is increased, the spin-spin interaction between

particles 1 and 2 is dominated by the magnetic field interaction. The problem

then is essentiallS' one of a spin-j particle interacting with a magnetic field.

We consider tiris problem in the next sequel. In doing so, \¡¡e will obtain a

deeper understanding of the 2-particle system considered earlier.

4.3 The Basic Spin System

Let the Hamiltonian be given by

-I1 : J.B (4 16)

where J is a spin-j operator with 2j*1 eigenvalues. The Hamiitonian ( a.16)

depends on time dependent parametert {Br}¿=t2,3 which form a local coordi-

nate for a manifold M . If B : 0, then the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are

2j +L degenerate. Therefore let B I 0. Then on the manifold ll[s : Êt-{0},

the set of eigenvalues are nowhere degenerate. Let the system undergo cyclic

evolution. This is characterized by a closed curve C in Ms.

\4Ie not' calculate the geometric phase. This is easily accomplished by

using the SU(2)-coherent state given by

ø: ,l*¡e'r*u'-j)
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In tlris representation, the connection l-form as : i(zlz) has the form (see

appendix)
j

uD:1.--:--zQdz-zdz).
I * lzl:

Using parametrization ( 4.77), we obtain

with parametrization (r'ia stereographic projection)

z : - tan(l12)e-ió

The geometric phase is thus

I''t : trri(t-cos0)dþ
: Ztrj(1 - cos?).

By Stoke's Theorem, this can be written as

(4.r7)

(4.18)

tan

0
,n -(

2

tan"
-t-

Ian

jt¿
t.-r

t_

+

ta

i-
1

-¡

Ð.L-
1

iQJ

1þ:

:

:

ur.ror"nó d(tan 
t utr,

l""r\

r{'
tan

dó

'12)

, ¿(t

2

-Al.\/L

tdó.

0l

ió,

)d

,'(

'e-

2A0l
20

;0'

j

,an'

cos

't : i/ 'i" \de A d,ó : iQ
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where C¿ :.fs sin0d0 Ad$ is the solid angle subtended by the closed curveC.

Remark 4.L Berry [B] and several others (such as [Si], [KI]) have investi-

gated the basic spin system. Berry in particular obtains the formula

for tlre 2-form Il : du. Here n is the eigenvalue of. J,. We point out that z

in the above equation is to be distinguished from j in equation ( 4.18). The

quantum number j represents the minimal value of z. The nontrivial phase

factor is

eh^(c) - ";nn(C)

wlrere CI(C) is the solid angle that the circuit C subtends at the point B : 0

in the magnetic field space. The nontrivial phase is the flux of a magnetic-

like field generated b¡' a monopoie with strength n located at the point of

degeneracy B : 0.O

Horvever, there is an ambiguity. The surface bounded by the closed

curve C is not specified in ( a.18). There are two possible choices for surface;

denote this by ^9+ and ,9-. Both surfaces are joined together along the curve

C 6g.a.2) Since C is traversed in a specified direction, the surfaces ,5+, ^9-

are oppositely oriented. The geometric phase factor, v'ith this ambiguity is

given by
( 

"; $r* a-
.i':l (

" - I "-i$'-a-

v*(B): "#"

8i



To be consistent, we require

¿ifr+d- - "-;fr-a-

This impiies

{ ¿.:-{ dna*22¡nJs+ Js-

and therefore

$ d- : znn,
Js

where z is an integer. Thus we arrive at a topological quantization similar

to the Dirac quantization.

fr'g'4'2

The above considerations suggests

been induced on the manifold Mo. We

that a monopole field structure has

show this explicitly. Consider the
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standard expression for a Dirac monopole with strength j (see [A]):

;
A(û : -¡l- (-A,n,0).r\z-tr)

Transforming to spherical coordinates, the latter equation can be written as

Ã6¡ .ar : -J , ,(*d,s - sd.æ)r'\z t 1" )

: j(t - cos?)dg

which. is exactly to (see equation ( 4.18). Hence, tr is the vector potential for

a monopole of strength j. Ilowever, note that the parametrization (4.17) is

ili defi.ned for 0 : z-. An alternative parametrization for the coherent state

is

z' : cot(0 lz)e-iÓ (4.19)

which is defined for 0 : ¡' but not for 0 : 0. Using this parametrization, the

connection l-form u is

u)' : ¿ 
r +:r, Er{*rf,"'ro(rot!"-'o¡- 

cot !"-'ód(rot-""r\

: i cotz 012 .!t
t + ,ot' 0lZoA

: -j(1 + cos?)dþ.
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This is equivalent to

We then have

the vector potentiai

.;A'(û:-r-l ,(-a,æ,0).T\z-r)

I-

I-

i t'tt

-if
- cos 0)dg

(r + cos?)d$.

Comparing the last two equations indicates that there exists no unique, sin-

gularity free vector potential over the manifold S+ US-. The choice ,A-l(i)

has a string singularity along z: r, or 0 :0; u,hereas choosing,Ã14 gi".r u

string singularity along 0 : ¡r. Furthermore, observe that us' and tu (hence 1,

and , ) differ by an exterior derivative u)' -?D: d.(jó).Therefore, za' and. w

are related by a gauge transformation. It is clear that a monopole structure

is induced on the manifold Ms.

These conclusions follow from the nontrivial topology of Ms. Since

Ët - {0} is topologically equivalent to ^92 x,51, the manifold I[o is nontrivial

due to the ^92 component. [¡e choose a loca] coordinate system obtained by

stereographic projection (equations ( 4.17) and ( 4.19)) since, in this case,

only two charts ^9+ and,S- are needed to cover 52, unlike the spherical

coordinatet (0,ó) u'hich require more than two open subsets of. R2 to cover
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the region 0 < 0 ( rr,0 S ó <2n. Hence

52:,S+US-.

That we require two charts to cover ,92 explains the nonexistence of a singu-

Iarity free vector potential on Ms.

Now the chart .9+ is coordinated by a set of complex parameters

{z : (*iq} wlrich are reiated to the coordinate, (0 , ó) by z : - tan(0 l2)e-;ó ,

tlrat is ((,rt) <+ (tan(?12)cos/, -lan(?12)sin/). Note that z is not de-

fined for 0: ri, therefore,9+ is,92 without the southpole-the point (",ó).

Similariy, ,5- is coordinated by {z' : (',4'} where zt : cot(0 f 2)e-¿Ó so

that ((', ¡t') e (cot(?12) cos /, cot(?12) sin /) and so it is ,52 without the

northpole-the point (0,d). The intersection .9+ nS- : Cóis the curve char-

acterizing the evolution, and is parametrized by /.
Previously, it had been shou'n that the gauge group U(1) is acting on

the manifolds ^9+,,9- via 
"á7,sit' , 

respectively. The set {(,rti(,r¡t1e;t,eit}
form local coordinate systems on the product manifold ^9* x U(1) (see [N]).

One can then define transition functions which allow the patching of pairs

of these product manifolds to form a fibre bundle P(S',i/(t))-the so called

monopole bundle (see [EGH]). A connection can be defined on this bundle.

Integrating the connection l-forms 2." and 'ur around the curve C gives the

geometric phase. That there are two l-forms u' and tr,', is a direct consequence

of the fact that two charts are required to cover S' ; u singularityfree l-form

cannot be defined on 52.



4.4 Discussion

In this chapter we have given an example of a physical system where a ge-

ometrical phase arises. Others may be cited. Nontrivial phases have sur-

faced in 1 and 2-dimensional antiferromagnetic spin chains and lattices [FS],

[WeZe], [H]. The problem considered in these papers is ihe question lvhether

a Hopf term should appear in the nonlinear ø model for antiferromagnets.

This question is resolved by looking how nontrivial phases and other topo-

logical terms arise in the model. No Hopf term appears. In the paper by

Zak lZa), a Berry's phase is calculated for an electron moving in a periodic

lattice. Usualiy, the parameter space is introduced by external means but

in this case, the electron-lattice system has as its parameter manifold, the

Brillouin zone of the solid. A system, analogous to the molecular system pro-

posed in chapter 2, which also exhibits a notrivial phase is the 7, ø (en @r2s)

Jahn-Teller system. The electronic and phonon states are coupled such that

the totai wavefunction is invariant under rotations in phonon space. This im-

plies a concerted sign change in the total wavefunction constituents [COB];

a phenomenon explainable by the geometric phase [B]. Semenof and Sodana

have found that nontrivial phases are related to the conductivity tensor, pro-

viding new insights into the fractional quantum Iiall effect [SS]. In nuclear

quadrupole resonance, nonabelian gauge structu¡es similar to those exarnined

in chapters 2 and 3 appear.

It is amazing that what was once ignored has become so useful in

physics.
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4.5 Appendix

In this appendix, we calculate in detaii the quantity i,(zldz). The operator d

is defined on a complex manifold coordinated by the set {z}; therefore

(zldz) : (zlô,2)d,z -l (zlôzz)dz.

The quantities (zlô,2) and (zlôrz) can be evaluated explicitly by specifying

the coherent state. We sirall deal with (1) boson coherent states and (2)

SU(2) coherent states.

Boson Coherent States These states are given by

lz) : ¿-l4l'"""i10)

where øt is the creation operator and l0) is the minimal harmonic eigenstate.

Two states lz1) and lz2) satisfy

Differentiating the left side of ( a.20) with respect to z2 yields

krl"r) : .*o l- 
t 
{trr, i 2z - 2ztzz)f Ø'20)

(rlr) : 1.

dd

^(alzz) 

: (al 

^{exp[-z2z2l2]exp(zrøt)]10)
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1.: -=(z.,lzr)22* (alat z2).
2\Lt&

Doing likewise for the right hand side gives

The¡efore
11.

- 
-¡("'l"r)2, -t (z1la i l"ù : ,-;,, -t 21)(z1lz2)

OI

= _ ("tl"l l"r)ot____, _ (4.2I)
t"tlzz)

Now

A)") : ô'{e-I"e'"i l0)}
1: _irrt¿ + al lz)

from which, upon using ( 4.21),

1(zl0,z\ : -;z+(zlz)\r-l2

1_
-¿-
2

h'*rl-.f,ft'" * 2zzz - zztzz)]: e2212 + 221)(,,1,,).
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The dual calculation yields

(zl0"z\ : -!r.\t-t2

Hence
;

\zldz): r(zdz-zdz).

SU(2) Coherent States The set of coherent states are given by

1i4: e;W"'r*u,-i)
and satisfy

(z'r- r - 
1l'r): W(t+zrzr)2i'

Differentiating the latter equation as before yields for the left hand side

li,-j)
(z1lJ¡lz).

And for the right hand side

*þ,1,ù : t,,t l*t r + lz2l2)-i "zzr¡&zz Lûzz

: -j(1 + l"zl\-'(zlz2)22 +

d I Q*,"zz)z ì'dr\@J:
-.(1 + l"rl')G -r l"rl')þrl"r)r G+-"rzr)\r+lzrn
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.{ 2(L + z1z2)(7 -f lz2l2)2, - (1 + zrz2)222

(t + lztlz)2
(r't==ì: jþ,t"ù\rîh_ il"æj

Equating both sides gives

þ,tr*t,ù - ##^ : j (2,t"ù {#r*, - iïfr}
Therefore

(ztlJ+lzz) _ ,. 21

(rl"ù :"ir+"r"r'

Taking partial derivatives as before, we have

(4.22)

0)r) : -j(1 +lzl'z)-lzlz)+Jalz)

ôrl") : -j(1 + lzl'z)-\ zlz).

With tlre help of ( 4.22), we have th.e following inner products:

(zlô,2) : iT:in
t t lþl

(zlô¿z): -¡---1-, t l-l

Finallv n'e obtain 
i,þld,z) : i--J-edz - zdz).\ , , r*lzlr\ /
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Chapter 5

Classical and Quantum
Holonorny

5.1 Introduction

\4Ie discuss in this chapter the role of nontrivial phases in quantization al-

gorithms. First we discuss the modification of the semiclassical quantization

rule by the inclusion of the nontrivial phase. Then the classical analogue of

the the geometric phase is derived. This leads to a discussion of classical and

quantum holonomy and its relation to anomalous terms which arise when

one attempts to quantize certa.in classical systems [IK], [KI3], [NAG], [GTl],

IG12].

5.2 Serniclassical Quantization rule

We suppose the Ilamiltonian is given by H : //t(O * h(q,0, where ( and

g are the external and internal degrees of freedom, respectively. Then in the

coherent state representation the state vector is the tensor product l") :
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¡ç¡ e Ir(()). Here l0 is associated with the Hamiitonian Hr(() and lz(())

is the ztå adiabatic state of the internal Hamiitoniao hr(q,() wittr energy ),..

It remains to calculate (zl(ihôt- H).4. Performing calculations identical to

tlrose of section 2.3, we obtain the effective propagator

rvhere

qadun

hl^ :

1,,

t;

G(r):Ð I"trl"ísid+nt-

Ue\hat()-Hr-^-ldt

(n(()lfft ô¿n(e)) d.t

Information on the energy spectrum of a physical system is obtained by

studying the analyticai properties of the energy Green's function C(ø), which

is obtained from the Lapiace-Fourier transform of the effective propagator

G(T):

Cçr¡çø|: -o lo* G(T)e;Etthdt. (5 1)

The poles of G(E) exhibit compiete information on the energy spectrum.

Conside¡ now a single adiabatic level (henceforth we omit the subscript

n). The efective propagator G(?) is fi.rst approximated by means of the

stationary phase method (see,[Gu]), giving

G""(r)- 
Ð"*n i;s"' -t ifu -Tl

ot

(5.2)



where a is the Keller-Maslov index and !g is the sum over ciassical trajec-

tories (see [Gu]). Inserting ( 52) into ( 5.1) and again using the method of

stationary phase yields

c@)- 
Ð 

.*oli.* o + ih1 -'#l (5 3)

llere the action integral W"d is given by

oo;

C""(ø) - 
Ðrexp ¡rn(IÃt"d 

+ hl - atrhl2)

W:S"d+ET

and the period 7 satisfies

Ar(S"o * E?) : g.

This equation defines an energy surface Ht * À : E u'hicl'r in turn de-

termines (for some Hamiltonians) a single basic trajectory C with period

f@). Assuming this and taking into account contributions frorn multiple

rn-transversals of the basic orbit so thaf I4/"d ---+ mW rand ? - rn1 tlten

summing ( 5.3) yields
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which is just an infinite geometric series. It can be written as

G""(E) -
expi,(W"d *hl - atrhlz)lh

(5.4)
1 - exp i(W"a * hl - azrhlz)lft'

The pole of equation ( 5.4) gii'es

W"d + h1 - arrhl2 :Zn¡rIz (5.5 )

where z is an integer.

Obtaining the semiclassical quantization rule requires an explicit form

for W"d. This is given by

r4/-d : lr' {ßliuu,() - H, - 
^)dt 

+ ET

: t' <evnael - lo'{r,+^)dt+Er
: 

t',<evnao '

If we let l() be the boson coherent state, l0 : ¿-ßl'12"e,"110) rvhere ( :
(P + iQ)l\/2ñ. then (see appendix)
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And so, with repeated application of Stoke's theorem

wod: +6 fue-e¿(¿ JC-AS

i¡: _; ú d( nd(
N JS

: -;f,d,(P+ic¿^g-¿q)
_; t: 4 ó ¿,p + d.,e -¿dp nde +ide 

^dp2 Js

I: -i tridP n dQ

: 6 Pd.e.
JAS

Thus from ( 5.5) we have

Ip¿a:(n*?-!\zonJ " \ ' 4 z',

which is the semiclassical quantization rule modified by the geometric phase

I.

The foregoing analysis can serve as a theoretical basis for the experi-

mental investigation of the effects of nontrivial phases on the energy spectra

of composite systems rvhich are undergoing adiabatic evoiution.

5.3 Geometrical angles

The appearance of topoiogical terms is not solely a quantum phenomenon.

There is at the classical level, a quantity completely analogous to the nontriv-



ial phase. By modifying the classical adiabatic theorem in a simiiar fashion

to the quantum case, it can be shown, for integrable systems, that there is

an additional term which appears with the usual angle variables [Ha], [82].

This extra term, called Hannay's angle or adiabatic angle, is shov'n to be the

classical analogue of the adiabatic phase [82]. T]ris adiabatic angle ref.ects

the topological features of the system in much the same way the adiabatic

phase does at the quantum level. In this section we derive an explicit formula

which relates the geometrical angle and the nontrivial phase.

Consider a slov'ly cycled integrable s¡'stem. As in the quantum case

the Hamiltonian depends parametricaily on tire set iX(ú)). Let ^9(q, /;X(t))

be the muitivalued generating function for the canonical transformation to

action angle variables (see [Per]):

(q, p)

p(o)

(0, I)
ôS(') ¿(a) ----;- u' ' -oq

Bg(.)
ðq

The superscript a denotes the homomorphism between g and p on the phase

space torus. Since the canonical transformation is time dependent through

X(¿), the old and new Hamiltonians, y'/ and K respectively, are related ac-

cording to (see [G])

K (0, L,t) : H(q,p; X(t)) +
â^g(')(q, I; X(r))

0t
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where g and p are functions of 0,1 and depend parametrically on X(¿)

Define 
se , I;x) : ,s(-)(g, I; x) 0 1 0 1 2¡¡ (b 6)

so tlrat .S and hence K are single valued. Using ( 5 6) lr'e obtain

65(*) ôS ôq,

ôx, 
: 

ôx, - P' ax,'

In the last equation we have made use of the relation

65,-)
oq;

The new Hamiltonian is therefore

It is globall)' single valued since

S(d + 2tr,I;X) - S(d,/;X) : t' naø : 2¡iI.

The equation of motion for the angle is

, AK AH A I âs ôo,1 dx,t¿ 
- 

_ _l_ _ t_ _ I '"^ - ôI* - aI,, ' aI^ Laxt n' 6xt) dt

K(o,r;t) : H(r,x(ú))-t l# - r,#l#
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which, upon integrating, yields

o^: Io u^(r,x)dt+ l,'*l#å- r,k]#a, (bz)

The first term in ( 5 7) is tlie usual angle swept out in time ?; whereas the

second term is the classical adiabatic angle.

To make the connection between the classical and quantum holonomy,

we make use of the averaging principle (see [At]) The second term in equa-

tion ( 5.7) can be thought of as a perturbation so that the averaging principle

gives

(o^): t'ax,ø*r f"øhl# ,,uru,)

where f D(0) : / ilL, d,0¡; or in differential form notation,

@: & l,^{ø*t f olevas -p Aonr}

Applying Stoke's theorem to this equation gives the surface integral over a

surface A.

(e) : -*l^&t'oçe¡aqnae

: -#lo* (58)
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In equation ( 5.8) we have defined the angle l-form W to be

rÃ;- , 
fDe)pnd.q.(2")* 
'

In tlre classical case W is the connection on the phase space bundie and dW

is the assoctiated curvature. The behavior of I4l is completely analogous to

7I .

We go further and derive an equation which relates the phase 2-form

and the angle 2-form [82]. The phase 2-form is given by I./: d¡(nlid;n),

which in the position basis {g} is

r/ : i I on+-G, x)d.1¡ú-(q; x). (5 e)

Semiciassically

tþ^(q;X) : Ð".(q,1;X)"-;s{')G'Iix)lh (5.10)

where

- 1 / ¿g(.)\
n¿ 

- 

- 

I I"* - çrn¡* \ ¿q )

Substituting ( 5.10) into ( 5.9) and exploiting the fact that products of the

form e-is(') /he;s@) lh vanish by semiclassical cancellation, we arrive at

v: d. ldryÐff)dss")
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: +lon#Ð(#) (dxs -p;dxq¿)

-![?(!)=r¿"ndq)h Ï (2tr7n r*r '

h

Comparing equations ( 5.8) and ( 5.11) we obtain an explicit relationship

between the geometric phase and angle:

(o): -r*,
Using the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule

I¡ : (n¡ -l o¡)h (a : constant)

we get the expansion [GTi]

â^t

;; : (0¡) + ho(h)-r fzo(nst') + "' . (5.12)

The functions fi,fr,...depend on l and tire circuit C. Equation (5.12)

shows that 7 is nonvanishing to leading order in ñ,. This impiies that a non-

trivial phase will always develop in the quantized version of a classical system

exhibiting a geometric angle. On the other hand, it is possible that 1 f 0

while the ze¡oth order term vanishes. Therefore it is not necessary for the

classicai version to have a geometric angie despite the corresponding quan-
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tum system displaying a nontrivial phase. Only for quadratic Hamiltonians

does 710 imply (0) + 0, sincein this case fi : fz:...- 0 [82], [GTi].

5.4 Anornalies

Quantum systems displaying a nontrivial phase and not necessarily develop-

ing a geometrical angle at the classical level is reminiscent of anomalies in

field theory. It would be natural then to ponder if anomalies are connected

u'ith nontrivial phases and angles.

Anomalies occur rn'hen the full set of classical symmetries cannot be

preserved under all possible quantization schemes. It was shown by Nelson

and Alverez-Gaumé that systems with anomalies must develop a nontrivial

phase v'hen treated in the Hamiltonian formalism [NAG]. In their paper,

they consider an SU(2) gauge theory rvith Weyl fermions and show that ihe

adiabatic phase reflects the Mobius topology of the system. Kuratsuji and

Iida have demonstrated that the symplectic structure of the phase space is

modified by the presence of nontrivial phases. Such a modification changes

the Poisson structure in that the degrees of freedom of the external system is

reduced; the variables q,p become noncanonical. So when the Poisson brack-

ets are replaced by commutators, anomalous terms appear in the quantum

theory [IK],[KI3]:

lQ;, Q ¡l

lQ;, P¡)

ihE(Q;,Q¡) + ...

ih6¿¡ + ih2 E(P¿,Q ¡) - . . .
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lP,, P¡l : -ihE(Qi,Q¡) + ...

where

E(A, B) : i[(nl?¡ônln) - (nlfuôol").

A similar conclusion, using instead Grassmann variables, was reached by

Gozzi and Thacker [GT2]. Something subtle is obviously going on when one

switches f¡om classical mechanics to quantum mechanics or vice versa; and

a part of this subtlety is captured by the geometric angle and phase.

The eæact role of nontrivial phases and angles in theory of anomalies

is probably the least understood. There is much territory yet unexplored.

At this point there are only speculations. It has been suggested that since

(0) I 0 implies'y + 0, the geometrical angle can serve as an indicator

fortelling that anomalies may arise during quantization. One would then

only examine the classical Hamiltonian [GT2]. At the classical level, quan-

tities other than the symmetries of the system may not be preserved in the

quantization process. This is perhaps indicated by the geometrical angle.

We elaborate. Classically, a symmetry can always be effected by a symmetry

transformation whose generators may or may not act globally. It is believed

that presence of nonglobal generators is a necessary condition for the appear-

ance of anomalies and hence nontrivial phases. There are certain regions in

phase space where the symmetry transformation is no longer canonical. The

2-form dp A dq is not preserved, implying that a region of phase space can

be arbitrarily shrunk. Now at the quantum level, such a transformation is
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rejected by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. And so anomalous terms

arise.

Another point of view comes from linear programming (see for example

[M"]) In linear programming one optimizes an objective function subject

to a host of constraints. Quite often some constraints are redundant for a

particular objective function. Deleting redundant constra.ints do not change

the optimum but merely change the geometry of a multidimensional polyhe-

dron. That is the system iras a trivial topology. However, suppose that the

coefficients of the objective function is changed by some mechanism which

vre call a'canonical transformation'. Then it is possible that some (or aII) of

the redundant constraints become active in tlie system; the consequence of

rvhich is that there may be no feasible, or unique solution to the system. The

linear program has then reached a stage v'here 'anomalies' are present. The

usual method of solving linear programs is the Simplex algorithm, a scheme

which we metaphoricaily call the Hamiltonian formalism. Nou'the Simplex

method has an inherent consistency check. At each stage of the iteration one

can determine the status of the system; sensitivity analysis can determine if

an anomaly will turn up. This seems to be the case with nontrivial phases

and angles.

Suppose that Classical and Quantum mechanics is some sort of linear

program. A set of constraints determines a classical program, while another

set determines a quantum program. One of the fundamental constraints

would be the lleisenberg uncertainty relation LæLp - l¿. Let the quanti-
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zation procedure be the transformation that changes the coefrcients of the

objective function in this frctitious linear program. Usually, quantization is

straight forward so that no anomalous terms arise; that is, the Heisenberg

relation is a redundant constraint. However, in some systems, the transfor-

mation causes the lleisenberg constraint to become active, thus changing the

geometry of the system. This could lead to an anomaly. \Mhen an anomaly

does arise, the simplex tableau for this linear program would display, through

the dual variables (or shadow prices), the nontrivial topology of the multi-

dimensional polyhedron. These dual variables behave like a nontrivial phase

or geometrical angle, depending on tire constraint configuration; classical or

quantum mechanical. This analogy with linear programming offers a dif-

ferent perspective into the mechanisms of anomalies and their relation to

nontrivial phases and angles.

Yet another avenue not fully explored is the possible connection of

nontrivial phases and angles to quasi-invariance. Here we have a dynamical

system described by a Lagrangian -L, and on rihich a symmetry group G acts.

Under the action of G, Lagrange's equation of motion remains unchanged but

the Lagrangian changes by a total time derivative; tr is quasi-invariant. The

total time derivative is reminiscent of the additional term in the efective

action. Recall that

S.ÍÍ _ S +hl
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Now in terms of the Lagrangian

s : I Lk'q)d't'

By quasi-invariance

where / is a function of q, q,ú. Therefore

e_U

: (5.13)

Clearly, tve have shown similarities between the effective action and equation

( 5.13). The similarity may be triviaJ, but there is nothing to lose if one asks:

is there ang possi,bility at allthal the second term in (5.13) is equivalent to

a nontriviai phase?

In this chapter, we have shown that the geometrical phase has a clas-

sical counterpart. The remainder of the chapter is highiy speculative but

possible avenues of research are pointed out. We repeat what was stated at

the end of chapter 4: it is amazing that these phases, previously regarded as

trivial, has become very nontrivial.

L: L+E
d,t

l'* I(l-')"
'*l(#)"
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